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Introduction  
Alex Hildred 
 
This report has been compiled during and shortly after the July/August 2000 survey and excavation of 
the wreck of the ship of the Dutch East India Company1 Vliegent Hart2.  The vessel sank on February 
3rd 1735 in the North Sea near the Scheldt River only a few hours after its departure for the East 
Indies from the Vlissingen Roads.  Our aim was to have the bulk of the report written before the end 
of the project, with only conservation, interpretation, post excavation research and recommendations 
left for addition later.   
 
By checking that all information including the report of each dive be computerised together with 
survey data and photographic images, the main portion of the report grew daily.  This required a 
number of elements for it to succeed.  First and foremost hardware was required in the form of a 
number of computer stations linked together where the data could be entered.  This was primarily 
supplied by the Oxford Maritime Trust, but additions from Sonardyne International Ltd. and several 
personal computers made the task easier.  The decision on what was required of the database was 
decided in advance based on the archaeological and survey requirements, discussions with the Head 
of Documentation and the Conservator at the Vlissingen Museum, together with the HSE regulations 
for diving operations. 

 
The installing of the computer system and databases was undertaken by Peter Holt, tested by a 
number of team members and altered where necessary.  Divers were required to commit their dive 
details to the database daily.  This worked very well and divers cautious at first were soon contributing 
to the accumulation of data.  This report is therefore a product of the whole team. 

                                                      
1 Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC) 
2 Also spelled Vliegend Hart 
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Project History                                                                  
Rex Cowan 

Introduction 
The search for the Vliegent Hart began in 1977 when Gunter Schilder, Professor of the History of 
Cartography at the University of Utrecht, came across a dramatic text in a cartouche on an 
anonymous chart whilst researching manuscript maps at Leiden University Library.  The text 
described the wrecking of two VOC ships, the Vliegent Hart and the Anna Catharina.  Crucially, it 
revealed “the place where the two ships were found to lie is where the name of each is written on this 
map”.  It went on to give the alignment of the sandbars, buoys and beacons.   
 
The map had been prepared for an English diver, James Bushell of Harwich who had requested it to 
enable him to pinpoint the wrecks on which he had been contracted to dive by the VOC.  Tides and 
poor visibility lead to the failure of Bushell’s attempts.  Subsequent English barrel divers James 
Mitchell and the doughty William Evans were hardly more successful.  Evans did bring up a few 
pieces of silver, some cannon and a number of full wine bottles in 1736 before quitting the site and 
the job. 
 
Bas Kist, a curator at the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, had a long friendship with Rex Cowan, arising 
from the latter’s discovery of the VOC ship Hollandia (wrecked 1743 on the Isles of Scilly) and over 
the many years of work on the site.  In addition, the two had exchanged information, and had 
collaborated over the acquisition of artefacts recovered from the Hollandia by the Rijksmuseum.  The 
Dutch could not at that time mobilise the money, resources or expertise required to find the Vliegent 
Hart.  Cowan was approached to muster a team of experts and divers, and to find the financial 
resources necessary for a major search operation.  This inspired an elaborate venture.  The North 
Sea Archaeological expedition was established, led by Cowan and John Rose, a diver and 
businessman, together with Anthony Lonsdale, an inventor and operator of the proton magnetometer, 
which was rapidly becoming important for the remote sensing of shipwrecks.  Kist and the 
Rijksmuseum obtained local help from Albert Veldkamp, an experienced pilot at Vlissingen, and the 
blessing of the City Museum with it’s enthusiastic Director, Wilbert Weber, was to be (and still is now) 
at the heart of the venture. 
 
The task of exploration began in February 1979 from a chartered tug – it continued with two further 
long periods of exploration in that year, three in 1980, and one in 1981.   Each of these periods lasted 
for up to two months, and three boats were employed, all supplied by John Rose.  These varied craft 
sailed across the North Sea, often in adverse and dangerous weather.  The craft included the 
Compass Rose which was a 45 ft ex-Royal navy pinnace, the Desert Star, a 35 ft vessel which 
unluckily developed engine failure halfway across the North Sea in a gale, along with the Flying Hart, 
a new 50ft steel catamaran purpose built for diving recovery and the passive storage of artefacts.  
During the search for the vessel, a proton magnetometer and side scan sonar were used linked with a 
Decca Navigator and track plotter.  At the end of 1981, the site was discovered in the seabed at a 
depth of about 70ft on a soft mud bottom covered with a broken shell layer and shallow silt layer over 
the top.  The visible features such as cannon with VOC markings, dated coinage, and various VOC 
artefacts immediately and definitely identified the wreck as the Vliegent Hart. 
 
The discovery of a wreck of this nature and scope requires a commitment to supply finances and 
resources over an extended and indefinite period, together with the continuity of personnel and expert 
support required to fulfill the attainable archaeological and historical goals.  Work of this character 
defines the essential objectives and justification for disturbing an historic wreck site. 
 
From 1981 to 1985 various teams of experienced archaeological divers worked on the site during 
seasons lasting often more than three months, often twice per year.  The team from the Rijksmuseum 
included both Bas Kist and Jersey Garownski during 1982 and 1983. 
  
In the first two years, a conservation laboratory with trained conservators was set up in dedicated 
buildings supplied by Zeeland authorities.  From 1984, the Vlissingen City Museum offered its 
basement, together with storage areas and a permanent laboratory with freeze dryers and circulating 
tanks.  They also offered their documentation facility and personnel.  These are still fundamental to 
the project today, with assistants under the direction of the project conservator, Ton van de Horst. 
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Work on the site continued for a further six years until 1993.  Efforts to raise the financial resources 
now considerably increased due to strict requirements imposed by the Health and Safety Executive 
and the demands of technology needed to counter the adverse conditions of visibility.  These together 
with the requirements to survey the buried remnants of the surviving hull did not bear fruit until 1999, 
when the Oxford Maritime Trust generously provided a grant that enabled the diving vessel 
Terschelling to be engaged for a short summer season. 
 
The information that was before the current team was set out in reports compiled during 1983 and 
1984 by the Rijksmuseum.  The report by Ton van de Horst in 1988, with a copy of his book covering 
all the years to 1993, site and work plans with artefact positions and pre-disturbance surveys, and 
other descriptions covering all of the year’s work.  An analysis of the wreck site and survey led by 
Mark Hollingsworth in 1985 contained a critique of previous theories about the nature and position of 
the structural remains of the hull.  Considerable benefit was derived from site notes and artefact lists 
and positions supplied by Mark Fuller (1988-1993) who joined the current project and supplied the 
much needed continuity.  Detailed knowledge supplied by Rex Cowan is included in this report.   
 
Information on early divers was derived from Zelide Cowan’s study (Cowan, 1983).  The recording 
system devised for the current project benefited from discussions with Dick Broers, Head of 
Documentation at the Vlissingen Museum.  The system was assisted by the Hollandia Compendium 
(Gawronski 1992) compiled from a period of eight years work on the wreck site of the VOC Hollandia 
(1743) by Cowan’s teams from 1971.  Many of the recording systems developed for the excavation of 
the Mary Rose (1979-1982) were also employed.  All these varied sources of information were 
amalgamated to provide an informed starting point.  
 
Rex Cowan devised the entire project with logistics management led by Mike Pascoe and the long 
term relationship built up between Rex Cowan and the Dutch Ministries of Finance and Culture 
together with the help of Wilbert Weber, Director of the Vlissingen Museum.  Frans Mol, Hydrographer 
to the Rijkwaterstaat, supplied valuable information about the position of the wreck and the nearby 
sea environment and ensured navigational information to shipping protected the safety of the 
Terschelling. 

History and Analysis 
The origins and history of the VOC since its creation in 1602 and accounts of excavations of a 
number of wrecked VOC ships have been the subject of a number of detailed publications.  These 
publications and in particular the Hollandia Compendium (Gawronski, 1984) have been of great help, 
and have been used in the preparation of the classification system, the identification of objects and 
the interpretation of both structure and artefacts. 
 
The VOC was formed into six regional chambers, of which Zeeland (also known as Middleburg) was 
the second largest.  The Vliegent Hart 850 tonnes and built in 1729, was one of the 145ft class of 
company vessels of which 43 were built in the first half of the 18th century by the Chamber of Zeeland.  
She was armed with approximately 42 guns, mostly iron except for two 6 pounders around the 
compass and six small deck swivel guns.  Completed in eleven months and twenty-one days, she 
successfully concluded her maiden voyage having arrived in Batavia from Rammekens in July 1731, 
returning to Holland in August 1734. 
 
The second and final voyage of the Vliegent Hart began from Rammekens in Zeeland at 14.00 hours 
on February 3, 1735.  She left in company with a smaller ship, the Anna Catharina, accompanied by 
the pilot boat Mercurius.  The Vliegent Hart was carrying a cargo of wood, clay building bricks, iron, 
gunpowder, company monies of gold and silver and other trading goods.  With 256 people aboard 
including 167 seamen, 83 soldiers and six passengers including an eminent lawyer, Jan Douw, who 
had recently been appointed a member of the Counsel of Justice in Batavia.  The skipper of the 
Mercurius, Willem Gerbrantsz was ordered to steer the two ships in a North Easterly gale between the 
treacherous sandbanks of the Deurloo channel to the North Sea and from there to accompany them 
to the Isle of Wight to protect them against privateers.  From there both vessels could continue their 
voyage to the Dutch East Indies via the Cape of Good Hope. 
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Three hours later at 17.00 hours while off course the Anna Catharina hit a sandbank.  Within two 
hours she was beaten to pieces by the storm and fierce waves and all her complement of 175 souls, 
soldiers and sailors on board were drowned.  The Vliegent Hart hit the same sandbank but came off 
after four hours, broke adrift, and dropped her anchors at 23.00 hours that evening in deeper water on 
the Schooneveld.  The crew fought desperately to save the ship and their lives, but water poured into 
her hull and 15 minutes after firing off her cannons in distress, she sank below the waves.  The pilot 
boat and another nearby merchant ship stood off helpless, but could hear the desperate cries of the 
crew.  The captain of the merchant ship described the sight of 30 men clustered on the poop deck 
crying out for help, ”a sight which wasn’t to be seen with dry eyes”. 
 
The Mercurius inspected the wreck site on the following day and reported that although broken, the 
ship’s masts were above the water.  In April 1735 an enquiry was held into the circumstances of the 
considerable loss.  The Commissioners blamed the disaster on bad pilotage and the captain Abraham 
van der Horst’s decision to sail out of the port of Rammekens in poor conditions on a high spring tide 
with a North Easterly gale.  Later, to prevent further accidents in the narrow channel the Zeeland 
Chamber ordered new buoys to be placed in the Deurloo and an accurate chart to be published which 
included all the seamarks.  This chart was prepared a few years later by the famous cartographer, 
Johannes van Keulen, in a printed form with two pages of description of all the buoys in the channel 
(Photo 5). 

Contemporary and Modern Salvage Attempts 
By necessity there was a certain fatalism about the loss of life and lading through shipwreck.  The 
VOC was an efficient and resourceful organisation and pursued the recovery of wrecked cargoes with 
professional diligence.  They were in touch with and frequently contracted English bell and barrel 
divers, known for their skill, offering them generous shares of the recovered property in return for their 
labour.  James Bushell from Essex was the first to be contracted, he asked for a chart to be prepared 
for him to find the wreck.  The Company ordered its cartographer Abraham Arias to chart the positions 
on a map and it is certain that the map discovered by Professor Schilder was a copy of Arias’s 
original.  Bushell never started diving so later in 1735 the VOC entered into discussions with another 
English diver, John Mitchell, but there is no evidence of any success there either. 
 
In April 1736 the VOC contracted with Captain William Evans, a veteran diver who had worked before 
with the English and Swedish East India companies.  Evans’ contract gave him 50% of his recoveries 
but the evidence of his harvest is meagre.  Using the techniques available at the time (a wooden 
barrel with viewing and hand ports) he brought up four bronze swivel guns, 856 bottles of wine, one 
iron gun, four silver ducatons and a few bits and pieces worth a miserable £600.  He found the 
visibility so poor and the conditions so difficult that he did not return for another diving season.  No 
other documented attempts to salvage the wreck are known. 
 
Nature and finance are key factors in determining the methods chosen to work any site.  To date most 
diving on this site has been from smaller vessels, usually returning to shore each night and centering 
on small tidal windows lasting several hours each day.  The size of the vessels used has determined 
the maximum number of divers and support personnel that could be used each day, governed by 
space for the teams and equipment.  For this reason it was decided to try an alternative approach, to 
seek a diving support vessel which could accommodate a diving team and could moor safely above 
the wreck site providing a stable diving platform with the capability of diving two divers at a time using 
surface supply.  It was hoped that mooring on site and using surface supplied divers and a diving 
cage would facilitate extended diving periods that were not so tide and weather dependent.  Captain 
Nigel Boston made the vessel Terschelling (Photo 6) available at cost.  The size and the layout of the 
vessel also meant that Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) could be used (Photo 7) and the finds 
could be recovered, recorded and stored in passive conditions until the end of the diving period. 
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The VOC Anniversary Shipwreck Project  
Alex Hildred 

Archaeological Objectives 
The objectives of this project were: 
 
• To attempt ascertain the full extent of the structure and to delineate the extreme parameters of 

the site 

• To attempt to understand the existing structure and the processes which resulted in the site as it 
is at present 

• To collect data concerning the state of preservation of the vessel 

• To provide practical evidence for ship construction in this period 

• To understand the relationships of the artefacts to each other, and to the extant structure 

• To make an attempt to understand how the artefacts functioned within the ship as a coherent 
system before wrecking 

• To provide information on the material remains of the trade goods of the VOC and the living 
conditions and activities carried out in specific areas of the ship through a study of the artefacts.  
To provide archaeological objects for museum exhibitions together with the maximum amount of 
information about their context as is possible 

• To make the information gained from the excavation widely available in an accessible format 

• To add to our knowledge about the VOC and the lives of those who serviced the Company in the 
first half of the eighteenth century 

• To stimulate ongoing research, both historical and archaeological 

 
To achieve these aims the following were required: 
 
• Location and positioning of the wreck 

• Survey of the extent of the visible structure 

• Controlled excavation of specific areas of structure 

• Trial excavation in areas to test for continuity of structure 

• A professional multi-skilled team 

• Logistic and technical facilities 

• A suitable diving platform and the appropriate equipment 

 
These were our goals as the sixteen of us left Plymouth on Terschelling on July 20th 2000.  We 
arrived in the area of the site at 14.00 on 22 July, having stopped off to inspect the Historic Wreck 
buoy marking the site of the Mary Rose en route.  At 14.20 we began a magnetometer search and 
located an anomaly of appropriate size by 14.40.  The anchors for the mooring system were deployed 
by 18.45 and were secure by 20.49.  This was how our adventure began. 
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Survey 
Peter Holt 

Site Location 
At the start of the field work four positions were given for the site which were 145 metres apart (Figure 
1).  As the positions were given in geographical co-ordinates and two of them were on unknown 
geodetic datums, it was assumed that the most reliable was the side scan sonar (SS) position as this 
was most recent and on a known datum.  It was known from previous work (Gawronski and Kist, 
1984) that the major structural element protruding above the wreck was the sternpost, so it was 
assumed that the side-scan target might be this feature.  The position SS was therefore used as the 
reference point for a magnetometer search.   
 
During the magnetometer search the magnetometer fish was streamed behind Terschelling on a 
120m layback with positioning provided by the Fugro DGPS receiver on the vessel which was fed into 
the Sonardyne Pharos APS.  Fix marks on the magnetometer trace were synchronised with fixes 
taken using the Pharos system so positions for magnetometer targets could be calculated. 
 
A number of runs were done over the reference position in different directions to accurately correct for 
layback.  Targets were found on each run and when processed were found to refer to the same 
anomaly.  The minimum size of the target was of the correct order expected for the Vliegent Hart, a 
signal of 40 nT, which equates to approximately 6 tons at a minimum distance of 20m.  The run with 
the largest anomaly was estimated as being close to the suspected bow of the vessel and may relate 
to anchors.  The distance and bearing between the anomaly and the side-scan target enabled 
interpretation of the target as the sternpost.  The vessel was therefore initially moored over the 
computed side-scan position to commence ground truthing. 
 

 Easting Northing 
Initial 507961 5704706 
Hydro 507968 5704694 
MF 508042 5704601 
SS 507994 5704562 
Mag. 508003 5704533 
   
Pharos 507979.5 5704576.9 

 
Datum  : WGS84 
Projection  : UTM Zone 31 
 
Terschelling was secured over the site on a four-point 
mooring.  Each point consisted of a 1.5 ton anchor 
attached to a 0.5 ton chain riser supported by 22m of 
wire rope.  This rope was then secured to a large buoy 
that was connected to a winch on each corner of the 
ship with 120m wire rope.   
 
Once secured, the crawler and Hyball ROVs (Photo 7) 
were deployed under the ship for an initial inspection.  
The seabed was too soft for the crawler to move so the 
scanning sonar on the crawler was used to direct the 
free swimming Hyball ROV to the only upstanding 
structure, the sternpost, confirming our suspected 
location. 
 Figure 1: Site location 
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Site Survey 

Horizontal Control 
It was decided to do all positioning and charting using the WGS84 geodetic datum even though the 
main Dutch chart for the area (Westerschelde 1874) used the ED50 datum.  There are a number of 
ED50 datums that could have been used so WGS84 was chosen to avoid confusion in later work.  
Geographical positions were converted to UTM co-ordinates (Zone 31) in metres before being plotted 
on the site plan. 

Acoustic Beacon Installation 
Once the ROVs had identified the sternpost, Terschellling’s moorings were adjusted to position the 
vessel for easy diving access.  The position and orientation of the wreck was plotted on the site plan 
and using this plan as a reference, optimum positions for the acoustic transponder beacons were 
computed.  An array of 60m by 60m was proposed to enable the positioning of artefacts both within 
and outside the ship’s structure. 
 
The acoustic beacons were made ready for deployment and were attached to sand bag sinker 
weights (Photo 40).  A short rope strop was attached between the sinker weight to a quick release 
mechanism on the bottom of each beacon to enable the beacons to be released for recovery on the 
surface.  The alternative would be to mount the beacons in rigid frames, this would give more 
accurate positioning but would not allow the beacons to be recovered quickly.  The chosen 
deployment method was thought appropriate due to the exposed nature of the site, the known 
incidence of swift deterioration in weather conditions and the cost of replacement beacons.  The quick 
release and recovery was in fact required within the first four days on site. 
 
As the size of the array of beacons was small it was possible to deploy them by hand using the four 
point mooring lines around Terschelling as a reference.  Once deployed, the beacons needed to be 
positioned. 

 
To determine the beacon positions in real 
world co-ordinates, Pharos took in positions 
from the DGPS receiver and combined them 
with acoustic range measurements to the 
beacons from the ship.  The acoustic 
transceiver was mounted on a rigid pole 
strapped to the side of the ship, close to the 
DGPS antenna.  The depths of the 
transceiver and beacons were also included 
in the adjustment.  The second step was for 
Pharos to get each beacon to measure the 
distance from itself to the other beacons in 
the array The measurements recorded by 
each beacon were telemetered up from each 
beacon to the Pharos computer.  Ten 
measurements were made in each direction 
between the beacons, making 120 
measurements in all.  The distance 
measurements were added to the measured 
depths of each beacon and the position 
measurements recorded from the first 
absolute calibration.  The measurements 
were processed together and produced a set 
of positions and quality measures for the 
array of beacons (Figure 2). 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Acoustic beacon positions 
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Once the position of the beacons was determined, the beacons were used as reference points for 
positioning, much like control points are used in a traditional tape measure survey.  The transceiver 
measures the distance to each beacon (four measurements) once per second and the software used 
these measurements to compute position.  Three measurements are required to compute a position, 
and the fourth gives an indication of position quality.  Each fix was computed for a period of five 
seconds, so twenty-five positions per fix was achieved (Photo 8). 
 
An acoustic system was chosen for this site for speed, efficiency and accuracy.  Known constraints of 
low visibility, depth and tide would have made conventional tape surveys difficult to maintain within 
the time we had for the project.  The number of control points positioned around the site was kept to a 
minimum, as the work areas were small.  A complete network around the site was rejected due to 
shortness of time, localised work areas and the fact that positioning of artefacts or structure was 
easily achieved using the Pharos APS.    

Local Control 
The control points were made from 8mm galvanised coach bolts pushed through yellow plastic survey 
marker discs, the name of the point was written or engraved on each disc.  Each point was screwed 
into the hull in a position where it had a clear line of sight over the working area.  Previous use of 
these bolts on other sites has shown that they last for at least five years. 
 
Local horizontal control was established on the stern using two control points.  The points were 
placed as far apart as possible on the only fixed structure that was exposed, control point 1 was 
placed on the sternpost and point 2 was placed on the corner with the port side. 
 

In order to satisfy the aim of exploring 
the extremities of the site, a diver 
was deployed on various occasions 
to swim over areas located by the 
sector scanning sonar on the crawler 
to examine seabed topography and 
deploy extra markers on any visible 
features.  Although this was restricted 
to the stern to midships section, a 
number of ancillary control points 
were installed, as well as positioning 
of interesting features.  The ancillary 
points were used to position artefacts 
and structure in the three trenches 
where excavation took place (Figure 
3).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3: Local control in trench 2 
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The position of the dive basket was computed at the start of each dive 
 
Final computed position for the stern post: 
 
 Eastings / Latitude Northings / Longitude 
WGS84 Grid UTM 507979.5 5704576.9 
WGS84 Geographical 51° 29.537 N 003° 06.896 E 
ED50 (Mean) Grid UTM 508072.9 5704786.9 
ED50 (Mean) Geographical 51° 29.587 003° 06.977 
 
Initial positioning was undertaken at slack water to insure that the beacons maintained an upright 
attitude.  Any other time tide pushes beacons over so accuracy is lessened. 

Vertical Control 
The seabed was essentially flat over the whole site, the only structural feature showing above seabed 
level was the remains of the stern post. 
 
Control point 1 was used as depth reference or temporary benchmark throughout the excavation.  We 
could not find the remains of previous benchmarks on the stern, RP1 and RP2.  All depth 
measurements were made relative to CP1 so they could be corrected for the effects of change in tide 
height. 
 

 
 
 

Photo 40: Sonardyne Compatt acoustic transponders 
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Artefact Positioning 
Positioning of artefacts underwater was achieved using the Pharos Positioning system (APS) 
developed by Sonardyne International Ltd.  The Pharos APS is more often used for tracking ROVs 
and in offshore construction work.  It is a survey quality Long Baseline (LBL) acoustic positioning 
system that can position artefacts to as good or better accuracy than conventional tape measurement 
methods.  The LBL technique gives accurate local control in 3D independent of water depth and 
position on site.  Pharos was used for positioning and orientating the hull, for the positioning of 
individual artefacts, and for guiding Terschelling during the initial magnetometer search. 

 
Standard offshore COMPATT Mk4 transponder beacons were used along with a new lightweight 
transceiver designed for small ROV and diver tracking.  The transceiver was mounted on a pole with 
the acoustic transducer on the top so it looked and operated like the DGPS staff used for survey on 
land (Figure 4).  The EHF frequency band (100kHz) was used to give high accuracy and immunity to 
problems associated with acoustic positioning in shallow water.  Pharos is the latest in a sequence of 
position systems designed by Sonardyne.  Seahawk Inc. used a similar system in 1991 for tracking an 
ROV in 300m on the Dry Tortugas site, a similar system was used on the Resurgam submarine site in 
1996 (Boston et al., 1997) and for positioning erosion monitors on the Mary Rose site in 1997 (Photo 
8). 
 
Pharos APS measures acoustic ranges from a diver-held transceiver unit to an array of beacons 
deployed at known positions on the seabed around the site. 
 

Figure 4: Diver positioning an artefact using Pharos 
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The range measurements are sent up a cable to a computer running the navigation software.  The 
transceiver can also measure its depth so this information is also sent to the computer.  The computer 
takes the measurements and uses a state-of-the-art Kalman filter to calculate the position of the 
transceiver in three dimensions.  At the same time the Pharos could track Terschelling using 
Differential GPS. 
 
A chart on the computer displayed the position of the diver (when holding the transceiver) and the 
ship during each dive.  The chart also displayed the positions of the beacons on the seabed, and 
artefacts and selected points on the structure.  The software could talk with the beacons via the 
transceiver unit.  The beacons could be commanded to change internal parameters and could also be 
commanded to release the sinker weights that kept them on the seabed.  In addition, the software 
could ask a suitably equipped beacon for its depth, water temperature, attitude or the water salinity. 
 
The position scatter plots (Figure 5) show the results of positioning tests on two artefacts.  Twenty 
position fixes were taken for each over a period of about 30 seconds with each using a total of 100 
range and depth measurements.  A typical standard deviation in position of 0.07m and a spread of 
0.25m was achieved.  Most artefacts were positioned using only five fixes, approximately 10 seconds. 
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Figure 5: Scatter plot of positions for two artefacts, 1m scale 
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Excavation  
Alex Hildred 

Equipment 
The ability to have a stable platform directly above any portion of the site naturally influenced our 
excavation strategy.  A decision was made in the early planning stages to use airlifts exclusively.  We 
planned to use both (152mm) 6” and (100mm) 4” airlifts, the 6” primarily for the removal of overburden 
and the 4” for more delicate work.  The two larger airlifts were connected to the surface with spoil 
diverted through a large sieve designed to keep the spoil from each separate (Photo10).   This 
facilitated swift removal of the overburden throughout the tidal cycle, times of slack water were 
generally reserved for survey both manual and acoustic, photography and photogrammetry.  
Excavation tools were hands and trowels with paintbrushes used for cleaning as required. 

Strategy 

Philosophy  
The decision on where to position excavation trenches was based on the questions we had about the 
structure of the vessel formulated during an analysis of previous excavations (Figure 6).  Most 
excavation had taken place around the transom and the junction with the port quarter, following the 
ribs forming the port side towards the middle of the vessel, but not further south than sector B4A, 6m 
south of the transom.  Most of the excavation trenches had been outboard from the structure, 
recovering artefacts that had fallen outboard off of the port side either as the vessel sank, or as the 
higher starboard side collapsed over time.  Although recovery of artefacts inboard had occurred, there 
were no recorded excavations inside the vessel. 
  
Although excavation had been undertaken outboard of the stern, there were still outstanding 
questions about the extent and attitude of the remaining structure.  As the assumed sternpost was the 
most obvious obstruction on the seabed, it seemed sensible to attempt to locate this first, and to 
explore this structure to ascertain for certain the attitude of the hull to the vertical, and the amount of 
structure left buried at this point.  We also wanted to nominate several key points on the structure that 
could be used as indicators of erosion.  The sternpost is an obvious choice.  As an obstruction, it is 
also likely to suffer from mechanical damage, in fact the quantity of trawl nets in and around it 
certainly verify this.   
 
It was planned from the outset to put a trench across what had been tentatively identified as the 
sternpost, outboard, then to move inboard in the same area.  In this way we could test all the 
equipment and hone excavation techniques outside the ship where we knew the stratigraphy was 
largely disturbed and where we expected less coherency in the distribution of finds.  We would 
attempt to answer our structural questions and then move into more delicate undisturbed areas 
inboard.   
 
At the outset we wanted to put a trench right across the stern to try and locate the starboard side.  
The aims of the first trench, (2000 Trench 1) a slot from the rudder assembly towards the junction with 
the port side (B1B and B1A on previous surveys), were the following: 
 
• To ascertain the amount of stern structure present and buried and the angle at which it rested in 

the seabed. 

• To ascertain the integrity of the hull at the stern. 

• To excavate from the stern of the vessel outwards (WNW to ENE) to define the stratigraphy.   

• To gather information regarding mechanical, chemical or biological degradation to structure that 
we know has been exposed or partially exposed since 1981.  

• To relocate the bench-marks RP1 to the port side of the sternpost and RP2, on the port quarter.  

It was expected that this would include a lot of re-deposited infill after previous excavations, we 
wanted to see whether we could identify this. 
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Our secondary aim was to isolate an area on the port side which had not been previously excavated, 
but which carried on from previous excavations.  We chose an area that originated at the southern 
part of sector 4 to try and re-expose structural elements noted previously, and continued south and 
then began to work across the ship towards the starboard side.  We wanted to expose the (port) side 
of the vessel, so we extended the trench east in to what we expected was outboard. 
 

Our aims for trenches 2 and 3 were: 
 
• To test for coherency of the structure of 

the vessel along its length.  

• To put a trench across to the starboard 
side inboard.  

• To excavate outboard towards the east to 
explore the extent of fallen debris resulting 
from the erosion of the port side. 

The area eventually chosen spanned portions 
of sectors 5 to 8 on the port side, beginning in 
the north at the southern extremity of previous 
excavations.  In this way we hoped to prove 
continuity of the port side structure from the 
stern towards the bow. Trench 2 included 
sectors B4B and B4A to the north, extending 
southwards to sectors B8B and B8A.  The 
excavation outboard included sectors W5A in 
the north and W7A and W8A in the south.  
The outboard area north of W5A has been 
well explored in the past. 

 

 

 
 

 

Methodology 
The four-point moorings enabled repeated repositioning of the diving cage from the support vessel to 
a chosen point on the seabed (Figure 7).  The exact position of the vessel and the cage were 
routinely monitored.  The dive support vessel was positioned in the optimum position to enable easy 
access to the working area on the seabed.       

Trench 1, Stern 
As we were using the structure as a guide, we did not employ a grid but excavated outboard and 
downwards from the stern post and transom.  This was satisfactory, as the distance away from intact 
structure was never more than 2m, within reach of the diver. 

Trenches 2 and 3, Midships 
We decided against erecting a grid for a number of reasons.  The most important of these was the 
time it takes to manufacture and install a grid, and the fact that we did not want an obstruction left on 
the seabed should we have to move for weather.  We also wanted flexibility to move our work area; 
this is a much harder decision to make once such a huge investment is made in making a grid.  
 
We opted for a ‘virtual grid’; this was the 7m long corridor between two fixed points, the diver cage 
and the cargo basket.  These were on fixed lines from the surface and set seven metres apart (the 

Figure 6: Trench locations 
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width of Terschelling).  We moved the vessel, thereby moving the cage and cargo basket, when we 
wanted to extend the trenches.  The acoustic beacon was positioned on the dive cage unless in use 
by the diver, therefore the position of the cage could be computed for each dive.  The position of the 
cargo basket and the line between the two could be plotted.  The acoustic pole was used to plot in 
control points, artefacts and the edges of the trenches.  The airlift was tethered to the cargo basket 
with a 5m arc of excavation available.  
 
 

 

Figure 7: Vessel Positions 
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Stratigraphic Recording 
Alex Hildred 
 
The recognition and study of stratigraphic horizons is a fundamental principal of archaeology and the 
interpretation of stratigraphy can be utilised in the attempts to reconstruct the way the vessel 
deteriorated over time.  Wreck formation once interpreted provides a source of information for helping 
to understand the nature and distribution of artefacts.  
 
Many variously described and annotated horizons have been identified.  Due to different teams 
working the site in different locations, it is very hard to identify the same horizon in the different 
trenches excavated over the years.  This is perhaps not entirely due to differing descriptions and 
methods of annotation, but may be a result of there actually being deposits in these areas that are 
indeed slightly variable in nature.  A deposit formed outboard of a wreck which is inclined towards the 
seabed can be affected by external forces.  Overhanging structure in certain areas can result in 
offering protection and deposition in certain areas and erosion in others.  Cross-referring stratigraphy 
between discrete and geographically disparate trenches has always been problematical. 
 
The many seasons of work on Vliegent Hart had resulted in the evolution of a number of conventions 
for recording the observed differences in colour and texture of sediments.  We wanted to build on 
these rather than create new conventions where possible.  This included adopting the existing grid 
layout in 2m squares and as many of the stratigraphic conventions as possible.  Descriptions and 
conventions adopted include those listed in the Rijksmuseum excavations of 1982 and 1983 
(Gawronski and Kist, 1984) and extended by Mark Hollingsworth in 1984 (unpublished).  For horizons 
where no previous on site annotation is available, I have incorporated those used in the Amsterdam 
excavations (Gawronski, 1986, 1987). 
 
The conventions applied to different contexts in 1983 and 1984 included descriptions for the following: 
 
Recent deposits, described as: 

Soft silt carpet 
Previously disturbed silt deposits 

 
Secondary deposits; 

Compact shelly clay and sand 
 
Primary deposits: 

Clean grey clay 
Clean white sand / silt 

 
Additional surface deposits were annotated: 

Soft silt / mud 
Grey clay, fine white sand 
Coarse sand 

 
In 1984 excavations outside the vessel prompted the descriptions of seven different contexts.  These 
included a light surface silt and a number of combinations of clay and sand with shell inclusions 
subdivided by colour, particle size and compactness. (Gawronski and Kist, 1984; Van der Horst, 
1988). 
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Our aim was to make the system simple.  A menu with prompts was installed in the recording data 
base for the following basic sediments: 
 
• Gravel 
• Sand (coarse, fine,  colour) 
• Sand with silt pockets (colour) 
• Silt  (colour, amount of shell inclusions)  
• Clay (colour, amount of shell inclusions) 
• Shelly (colour, type) 
• Concretion (colour) 
• Other (description) 

 
The context was also simplified to include: 

 
Inboard post wreck 
• Disturbed 
• Mobile 
• Backfill 

 
Inboard wreck  
• Transitional  
• Undisturbed 

 
Outboard post wreck 
• Disturbed 
• Mobile 
• Backfill 

 
Outboard wreck 
• Transitional 
• Undisturbed 

 
Outboard pre-wreck 

 
Outboard natural 
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Artefact Acquisition and Registration  
Alex Hildred and Peter Holt 

Recovery of Artefacts 
There was some delay between an artefact been first seen on the seabed and being registered, so a 
procedure was put in place to track all artefacts. 
 
The system was based on each diver being allocated a unique sequential dive number.  This was the 
most essential ingredient in the registration system.   
 
As a number of artefacts stored in chests had been recovered from previous excavations, a decision 
was made to attempt to recover any containers together with contents for excavation ashore.  In order 
to prepare for this, containers, both slatted and whole, were ordered in various sizes and weighted to 
be just negatively buoyant.  A cargo basket was lowered from the crane to the seabed outboard of the 
excavation area (Photo 9).   
 

A varying number of crates of 
differing dimensions were tied 
within this basket, each 
numbered.  The basket also 
carried limited supplies of foam, 
netlon and other wrappings to 
support delicate artefacts 
during recovery.  As all 
excavation was undertaken on 
surface demand, some 
discussion regarding recovery 
was possible. The most routine 
being whether or not to 
completely expose and recover 
or to leave partially buried until 
special containers could be 
fabricated.  Divers would chose 
the crate of appropriate 
dimensions, and relay the 
number to the surface where it 
was immediately logged against 
the unique dive number.  The 
cargo basket had a sliding lid 
that could be closed during 

recovery, or during sudden bad weather.  This was lifted daily but enabled the safe seabed storage of 
artefacts without worry of loss of provenance.  Any artefacts lifted by hand were also given the dive 
number. 
 
The artefacts were processed on the aft deck of the boat, in open air.  As this was rather dirty and 
wet, initial registration was done on Mylar film rather than straight into the computer.  These were 
entered as soon as the bulk of finds were given unique artefact numbers and measured.  
Photography was undertaken either during registration if an assistant was available, or immediately 
afterwards.  The method of numbering the photographs meant that even if these were taken after 
computerised registration, they were appended to the artefact file.  Photographs from the digital 
camera were uploaded along with any video stills at least once a day. It was agreed that all 
archaeological illustration would take place in Vlissingen. 

Photo 9: Cargo basket for the recovery of boxed artefacts 
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Sieve Recovered Artefacts 
The decision to take the spoil from the excavation on to the vessel through a sieve was a 
consideration when planning the recovery and recording of artefacts.  We had the facility for two 
divers excavating with (152mm) 6” airlifts for the removal of overburden deposited since the last 
excavation in 1993 in the stern, for working some areas outboard, and for excavation in the upper 
layers inboard.  The sieve was built with two compartments and manned by four people.  Crates for 
recovered artefacts were clearly labeled before each dive with the sequential dive number, so all 
sieve-recovered objects were attributed to a particular diver’s dive.  As we managed to extend the 
diving beyond the predicted range we did not need to have two divers excavating simultaneously.  As 
most divers were using helmets, the excavation was recorded, and the archival video tapes were also 
numbered with the dive.  
 
The use of a sieve was not to discourage controlled excavation, but as a safety mechanism.  I had 
been particularly impressed with the large numbers of very small items recovered through sieving on 
the Kronan excavation (Einarsson, 91, 96) and wanted assurance that small items would not be 
missed.  In fact a high percentage of small items were recovered without damage such as pins, 
(A0235, A0411, A0456, A0496), a cufflink (A0323) and a pencil (A0231 Photo 11).  The combination 
of an acoustic position for the diver and total video coverage during excavation were factors in the 
decision to sieve.  The ability to regulate the air flow to the airlifts meant that even the larger airlifts 
could be used merely to clear visibility or for very delicate cleaning3.  
 
 

 
 
Marking on a barrel stave 

                                                      
3  See TVH-2000 Tape 112 
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Finds Handling System 
Alex Hildred 
 
A computer-based finds handling system was developed specifically for this excavation.  The aim was 
to produce a system using a number of existing applications that would run on a network of personal 
computers.   
 
The system was based on four main applications; a Microsoft Access database was used for 
recording information about artefacts and the records for each dive, AutoDesk AutoCAD was used 
for producing charts and survey management, Microsoft Word was used for the text documents and 
MM Media Research Corp. LView Pro was used for managing images and graphics.  All information 
about the site was to be kept in a digital form, any existing reports and pictures were to be digitized. 
 
Requirements 
The requirements were defined in the planning phase of the project.  
 
• To provide artefact tracking from initial excavation through to conservation and display 

• To facilitate the agreed recovery procedure 

• To be simple and easy to use 

• To provide efficient artefact positioning with full quality measures 

• To allow real time reporting to provide latest information 

• To allow multiple users to access the system at the same time 

 
Information Types 
The initial types of information included: 
 
• Artefact records (Figure 8) 

• Dive reports 

• Divers sketches 

• Digital photographs of the artefacts 

• Video stills for recording in-situ artefacts and structure 

• Charts and diagrams in a number of forms 

• Survey files 

• Archaeological interpretation 

• Site report 

 
The information types could be categorized as database records, raster and vector images and text. 
 
In addition to immediate types of information, we wanted the system to be able to be extended to 
accept additional information at a later date.  It was envisaged that this would include: 
 
Artefacts 
• Details on methods and results of conservation 

• Reports to include artefact evaluation 

• Analytical data 

• Historical data  

• Additional photography or illustration 
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• Publications including the artefact 

• Display requirements, loans and displays 

 
Site Records 
• Interpretation  

• Post processing of survey data 

• Refinements to site plans 

• Analytical data 

• Structural evaluation 

   
The fields to be incorporated needed to include the following: 
 
• Initial excavation (stratigraphic context, proximity to other artefacts and structure) 

• In-situ recording (photography, video, sketch) 

• Positioning (acoustic or manual) 

• Registration 

• Passive holding before transfer ashore in Holland 

Figure 8: Artefact record form 
 
 Information fields describing the artefact included the following: 

 
• Identification  Simple name, Full name, Designation (Cargo, Non-Cargo)  

• Physical attributes Dimensions, Condition, Material, Marks, Decoration  

• Images  Photographs, Video clips, Scanned drawings 
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The new system was based largely on a system initiated for the Nuestra Senora de la Conception 
excavation (Pacific Sea Resources and A Hildred, 1987).  The system was put together by P Holt with 
requirements listed by A Hildred (Figure 9). 
 
A thesaurus was produced using the Hollandia Compendium and a simple name index was generated 
from a list of objects raised previously.  A total of 71 ‘simple names’ (fork, spoon, buckle) were 
allocated to the 592 artefacts excavated during the 2000 season. The hierarchical classification at first 
seemed logical enough with only two basic groupings, ‘Cargo’ and ‘Non-Cargo’, in fact these were the 
hardest to distinguish between.  
 
The full name groups (the next level down) included the following; 
 
• Ship’s Structure 

• Ship’s Fittings 

• Ordnance 

• Tools and equipment 

• Specie 

• Recreational 

• Foodstuffs 

• Environmental remains 

• Human Remains 

• Miscellaneous 

 

 
 

J. van Keulen chart showing the wreck site of the Vliegent Hart 
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Data Acquisition 
Peter Holt 
 

Introduction 
The finds handling database 'Site Recorder' was developed using Microsoft Access 97 as it was 
readily available and easy to use.  The relational database comprised 25 tables most of which were 
linked to the main artefact table.  The main table in the database held information about the artefacts 
based on the unique artefact number.  All the artefacts related to specific numbered dives, and the 
information about those dives was logged in a separate table. 
 
In order to speed up the registration of both artefacts and dives, a list of predetermined options was 
provided for the user to click on.  To avoid inconsistency in descriptions, tables were created in 
advance to store the lists of full names, simple names and material.  These were linked to the main 
artefact table so that only the listed words could be used, shown as a list of options when each filed 
was clicked on the form.  New names could be added to the tables where necessary. 
 
The location and positional information was stored in a number of ways for each artefact.  A location 
reference field recorded the position of the find within the site grid and a text description field could be 
used to give more detail if required.  The position of the artefact given as co-ordinates could be added 
along with the acoustic positioning fix number. 
 
Dimensions were recorded along with details of completeness and condition.  Some information about 
post-excavation treatment was included, but the details of conservation were left untouched. 
 
Provision was made for an in-situ image and a number of artefact photographs and a drawing within 
the database, these were hyperlinked to each artefact record.  Further notes could be recorded as 
free format text.  This allowed for an unlimited number of comments and revisions that could be 
added to each record in any order. 

Images 
Images relating to the site and the artefacts were obtained from a number of sources: 
 
• Digital stills camera 

• Diver’s helmet camera 

• Scanner 

• Hand-held video camera 

• Slides and prints 

The main source of images was from the Nikon CoolPix990 digital camera producing images of 2048 
x 1536 pixels in high-resolution mode. 
 
The Superlite 17 diver’s helmet had a Chalco Eleven camera and light mounted on the top.  This was 
mainly used to show both the archaeologists and dive supervisor what the diver was doing.  The 
video feed from the camera was recorded on videotape along with the voice communications but it 
was also fed into a video capture card in the survey computer.  Still images from the camera or from 
previously recorded tape could be captured using the card and recorded as 768 x 576 digital images. 
 
A CanoScan FB630U scanner was used to scan drawings, sketches, hull plans and text documents. 
 
Still images from a Panasonic SVHS hand-held video camera were also captured using the 
Hauppauge SVHS Video Magic video capture card. 
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The images were hyperlinked to the artefact records so they could be viewed in any graphics program 
that the user wanted to use.  A program called LView Pro was used most of the time as it was both 
simple and inexpensive. 
 
An Epson stylus Photo 870 printer was used to produce hard copies of the images. 
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Figure 9: The finds handling system 
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A computer-based system was chosen over a paper-based system for a number of reasons: 
 
• The vessel had mains power, the space required and the computers were available from 

sponsors. 

• Information could be added quickly and then easily checked against the real artefact if any 
questions arose. 

• Rapid searching, retrieval and interpretation of information were possible. 

• There was no provision for post-excavation report writing we wanted as much writing undertaken 
on site as possible.  This required easy access to the finds’ information. 

• The team, each chosen for bringing a specialist skill to the project, would be pressured with other 
tasks once the excavation ended. 

• Reports could be rapidly generated from the records. 

• Copying data for security and sharing was possible. 

• The system could easily be made to handle text, database records, charts and photographs. 

Efficiency 
The system developed had to be simple and easy to use.  We wanted all members of the team to 
commit their dive reports to the database.  The range of experience was very wide; this necessitated 
a lot of time in the preparatory phase ensuring that the system was both useable and practical.  The 
only drawback was not having a computer dedicated to dive reports, often a backlog occurred due to 
the computers being used for other tasks. 
 
The excavation season was short and individual dives were restricted by time as we had decided to 
use air and keep in-water decompression to less than an hour.  This still enabled a twelve to fifteen-
hour diving day to be maintained.  These constraints necessitated efficiency underwater; in particular 
for in-situ recording and positioning of structure and artefacts. 
 
The helmet camera and voice communications to the diver provided an efficient means for the 
archaeologists to monitor progress.  Voice communications allowed for supervision and discussion 
where necessary.  As the artefact positions could be computed during the dive and displayed next to 
the dive supervisor/surveyor and archaeologist, it was possible to re-do any measurements which 
were suspect before the dive was terminated. 

Real Time Reporting 
Survey and archaeological information was processed each day and the site charts were updated.  
This meant that tasks could be planned based on the latest information about the site. 
The CAD program was used for site charting and also for generating ‘what-if’ scenarios.  The CAD 
system was especially useful during discussions about the nature and amount of extant structure 
(Photo 13). 

Security 
No security was used to restrict editing within the database of access to the computers in general as 
the team was small.  A fixed form of version control might be beneficial with a larger team.  All data 
was archived to CD at the end of each day, so accidental editing or deletion could be recovered, 
fortunately this situation did not arise. 

Finds from Previous seasons 
Records from the 2000 season were added to the database as required while finds from the 1990’s 
were also incorporated.  These were on paper and the format of the information was different. 
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All the paper records were scanned and turned into text documents using an OCR program.  Each 
page was manually tidied and corrected and then imported into Microsoft Excel.  Within Excel the 
data from each page was merged onto a single spreadsheet, formatted and additional fields added 
such as the site code.  The spreadsheet could then be imported straight into the artefact table within 
the database.  The 647 finds groups raised during the 1990’s were therefore archived into these 
records.  We did not have a complete list of finds from all previous work on site, and acquiring this list 
and incorporating it is currently being planned. 

Text Documents 
One of the main aims of the recording system was to ensure all information was recorded in digital 
form.  To do this, a number of text documents were created using Microsoft Word. 
 
Daily logbooks for archaeology and survey were kept, these contained detailed accounts of the day’s 
activities and provided some background to the raw data that was generated. 

The site report was written as work progressed.  This was very efficient, and only lagged when the 
finds were so prevalent that there wasn’t the time to register finds and write the report. 

A user guide was written for the finds handling system. 

Hardware 
The recording and mapping system was run on four personal computers distributed around the ship 
but networked together using standard 10 base T Ethernet. 
 
One small room was dedicated for survey and archaeological recording.  A desktop computer 
(Research Machines PC6750-128) was dedicated to survey and a laptop (Compaq Armada V300) for 
general archaeological reports and the registration of finds.  A desktop computer running the 
Sonardyne Pharos APS (P5 166) was installed in the Dive Control area and another Pentium desktop 
running Pharos was installed on the bridge during the magnetometer search operations.  The main 
finds database was kept on the Archaeology laptop.  The other machines could access this database 
remotely, and at the same time, so some of the team could be updating dive logs while the others 
added or updated finds records. 
 
The survey computer was connected to the printer, scanner, CD writer and digital camera via a USB 
hub.  When charts and hull plans were being digitised the Summagraphics digitising tablet was 
connected to this computer as well via a serial port.  The survey machine also had the video capture 
card fitted and it could therefore grab helmet camera images during diving operations. 
 
The finds database was archived to the survey computer each day and then archived to CD along 
with all the other data.  Approximately 600 MB of raw data and images were collected during the 
operation. 
 
The Sonardyne Pharos computer in Dive Control was connected to the Fugro differential GPS 
receiver and the Sonardyne acoustic transceiver.  This machine was used to track a diver or ROV and 
to fix the position of artefacts as they were found.  When the tracking system was not being used for a 
dive this computer would be used as an expensive dive timer and clock. 

The Site Plan 
A digital site plan was maintained throughout the operation so that the archaeologists and divers had 
up to date information about the site.  Autodesk AutoCAD R14 was used for this task, as it was 
already available to the team.   
 
The site plans from previous years were digitised and added to the main working plan.  The positions 
of hull structure and artefacts could then be plotted along with the position of finds from previous work 
on site, all within the original site grid and the outline of previous trenches.  Layers and colours were 
used to separate the information types, if the site plan was too crowded some of the layers were 
turned off.  Once the Sonardyne Pharos APS was set up, the position and orientation of the site was 
established so the main site plan could be drawn in real-world co-ordinates.  The original site plan 
was shifted and plotted on to the new co-ordinates. 
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The build drawings of the hull of the Vliegent Hart were digitised and added to the site plan.  This 
allowed the chart to be used for planning ‘what if ‘scenarios and for testing ideas about site formation.  
The plans of Terschelling were also digitised and added to the chart in its true position, this provided a 
handy scale and frame of reference to help the divers understand the layout and orientation of the 
site. 
 
Both of the hull drawings were used when the ship was moved and positioned over the brick cargo 
towards midships.  The co-ordinates of the chart were real world UTM grid-co-ordinates so that they 
could be plotted on the Pharos APS chart and used to position the ship.  The appropriate portion of 
Terschelling could then be placed anywhere on the projected hull of the Vliegent Hart. 
 
The main sea chart was digitised to get a wide area picture showing other wrecks on the area and the 
sandbank which the vessel hit.  

Structural Interpretation 
The CAD system was used to project different angles of heel and erosion lines, these could be altered 
when measurements taken underwater were obtained.  There was not enough information to 
generate a 3D model of the hull but sections were available as scanned images, these were imported 
and scaled to true size as accurately as possible.  For example elevations could be rotated to the 
desired angle then measurements taken off them and compared with real measurements. 
. 
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Results 
Alex Hildred 

Trench 1 Excavation Outboard of the Transom 

Introduction 
The sternpost was the first point recognised when the ROV was deployed.  The sternpost protruded 
above the surrounding seabed 550mm on the port side but there was no sign of a rudder or rudder 
pintles.  The sternpost clearly lay angled to the port side, and the port side structure outboard was just 
visible at seabed level.  Just inboard was an iron gun (3 ½” / 89mm bore) and an unquantified number 
of lead ingots, many of which were firmly imbedded into concretion. 
 
It was decided to use the stern planking as a guide and excavate from the junction of the sternpost 
and planking on the port side to the junction with the port side as shown in previous excavations.  The 
excavation was extended backwards (further outboard) to define the edge of the previous excavation 
trenches and to enable room to excavate.  Towards the starboard side we found concretion, nets and 
chain which would have been a major task to remove.  This prompted us to move inboard towards the 
bow rather than to attempt to locate the junction with the starboard side at the stern.  This debris did 
not merely surround the sternpost but extended outboard away from the ship in places up to 3m away 
from the hull.  The trench extended over two metres away from the vessel to a depth of 2.5m by the 
sternpost, but only 800mm at the junction with the port side.  A total of seventy dives were spent in 
Trench 1. Excavation was halted when concretions were encountered which to excavate would entail 
undermining the structure.  There were still collapsed structural elements visible amongst the 
concretions.  

Structure 
Sternpost and Transom Survey 
The sternpost has an external width of 520mm and is racked outwards from top to bottom at an angle 
of 22°. There is evidence for interference in the form of nets, chain and rope. 
 
The side of the sternpost is clad with planking of 40mm in thickness on the port side, the starboard 
side of the sternpost where it joins the outside of the transom is inaccessible.  At the rear of the 
sternpost there appears to be a filler piece of 100mm in thickness, this is also covered with 40mm 
wooden sheathing.  The line of the cladding on the port side and rear face of the sternpost appears to 
be fair, but it could merely reflect erosion. Alternatively, this may be the original height of the cladding.  
Across the rear face of the sternpost copper sheathing extends the full width, the measurement of the 
width of the sheathing is 600mm, presumably to encompass the 40mm cladding on each side of the 
sternpost with a good vertical corner towards the port side.  The sheathing is peeling to reveal the 
cladding below towards the starboard side.  The width of the sternpost towards the port side where it 
meets the outside of the transom is 600mm4. 
 
Outboard and towards the port side there are a series of thin planks (width 125mm, thickness 20mm) 
which are angled with their seams at 12° to the vertical.  The outside faces of these planks are 
covered with barnacles.  One of the planks close to the sternpost is missing allowing the recess to be 
measured (150mm, depth 20mm).  A single broken plank was recovered during excavation in this 
area (A0011, 125mm by 20-23mm).  This has tentatively been interpreted as outer hull sheathing and 
at first appearance looks like pine. This series of planks slopes away, downwards and towards the 
bow at an angle of 22°. 
  
Beneath the sheathing and visible in plan from above is the transom structure.  A series of plank tops 
can be seen behind the sheathing, these have a thickness of 148mm, but the joins between them are 
difficult to see and have not been recorded.  Where observed5 the joins of these are staggered with 
the outer hull sheathing, these appear to be square and have been interpreted as outer hull planking.  
Inboard of this a large curving timber (probably a transom lodging knee) meets the sternpost. This 

                                                      
4 Dive 2000-0046 
5 Video dives 0052, 0060, 0065 
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area is difficult to work due to the presence of ingots and concretions inboard and was not easily 
accessible and therefore not studied.  The measured width of wooden elements at this point is 
685mm.   

 
Control point 1 was located on the top of the sternpost while control point 2 was placed at the junction 
between the structure around the sternpost (the transom) and what is interpreted as the port side 
(Gawronski and Kist 82, Van der Horst, 88). 
 
Excavation followed the outer sheathing to the junction with the port side.  The sheathing was 
observed at the top but not followed downward due to lack of time.  This area had been well worked in 
the past.  What we were concerned with was obtaining the distance between the sternpost and the 
junction with the port side, this was measured as 4.3m.  There is no evidence for damage or tearing of 
timbers at this junction, the corner by CP2 appeared sound.  This suggests that the least we can 
expect is an intact portion of the stern from the sternpost to the port side, albeit with the rudder 
missing.  The angle of heel of the sternpost from the vertical to the port side was 33°. 

 

Stratigraphy 
Introduction 
It was anticipated that previous excavations would have disturbed the stratigraphy outside the stern.  
As the most prominent feature on the seabed, we also expected it to be a catchment area for modern 
debris, especially fishing equipment.  This was found to be the case, with nets, chain and rope 
tangled around the sternpost.  These increased towards the starboard side and covered an area 
extending 3 metres away from the structure to the northwest.  
 
The stratigraphy outside the structure at the stern is shown in Figure 10.  The first 550mm consisted 
of recently deposited soft silt with lots of razor shells. This gave way to clay with shells and then clay 
with an increasing number of concretions.  This layer contained modern contaminants including 
toothpaste tube, plastics, and debris from previous excavations together with usually incomplete 
wreck derived material, especially broken bricks and glass and the enigmatic lead rolls.  These 
recently deposited silts were easily removed.  These are sediments which have infilled the site since 
previous excavations, basically backfill and modern mobile sediments.  Also contained within these 
sediments were broken structural elements, outer sheathing (A0011) and a number of unidentified 
planks (A0009, A0010, A0012, A0027) and broken pipe bowls and stems and musket shot.   
 
Several barrel portions including staves and part of a base were also recovered, but not all from the 
same container (A0014, A0015, A0016 and A0020).  At 1.50m below seabed level a wooden pole 
(circumference 500-600mm, length 4670mm) lay across the entire trench, originating nearly at the 
junction with the port side (CP2).  Two scaffold poles were encountered at the same level that 
consisted of slightly more consolidated light grey clay.  This was securely embedded into a sandy 
deposit towards the northwest.  This appeared to be spar like.  A second similar but smaller object lay 
beneath this in a north south orientation.  These marked the level of previous excavations. 
 
The spars overlay numerous concretions, many of which seem to have consolidated into a large 
amorphous mass (Feature two) This originated at the port side junction, below CP2, and disappeared 
under the ship at this point.  Amongst the mass were smaller concretions, many containing remnants 
of glass bottles, clay pipes, or merely the casts of these.  One of these contained a pewter cup 
(A0036, Photo 15) that had rose and crown mark on its base.  One of these appeared to contain bars 
(A0044), concreted blades (A0067) and knife handles (A0041). 
 
Concreted lead rolls were also recovered, suggesting that some at least were contemporary with the 
wreck.  The matrix within which the concretions lay was predominantly sand, but still containing razor 
shells albeit less numerous.  Broken wood was also encountered.  As the depth increased, more 
complete glass bottles were recovered (A0043), similarly the amount of clay increased so in one area 
122 portions were recovered from one dive (00470).  Boxes of pipes had been recovered from the 
port side during previous excavations and it is not impossible that objects such as pipes and knives 
had originally been contained in boxes. 
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At a depth of 2.5 m below seabed level the concretions became so numerous that we could not 
excavate between them and would have had to resort to breaking them up.  To loosen these, it would 
have been necessary to undermine them from the north and the east and this was felt to be 
inappropriate.  The concretions left were unbroken and solid, without any protruding organic objects.  
They form a naturally hard layer and it was felt that these should be left, protecting any organic 
material that may lie beneath.  

 
The stratigraphy outboard can be described as: 
 
• Backfill and mobile modern sediments 

• Transitional- the break up of the vessel and contents  

• Undisturbed sediments – sand constituting 18th century seabed 
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Figure 10: Stratigraphy trench 1 
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Recording in the re-deposited layers outboard  
The recording of objects from the disturbed infill layers outboard of the stern was different from any of 
the areas worked inboard.  During the excavation of the overburden incomplete and unrecognizable 
objects were divided by material type and stored as recommended under dive number.  If the object 
was recognizable and relatively complete (such as lead shot A0002) it was registered as an object 
and fully recorded in a specifically created database.  Photographs of artefacts entered into the 
recording system were taken for identification purposes immediately with a digital camera and 
accessed to the artefact file.  Modern objects were discarded while all others were kept.  Objects such 
as incomplete pipe stems and bottle fragments were kept separately under dive number, but not 
individually registered.  If these bulk recovered objects are processed ashore, they can be added to 
the finds register, similarly any concretions opened during conservation can be added. 

 
The vast number of broken glass bottle fragments and a lot of the bricks encountered in the disturbed 
levels (above 1.50m) is confusing, these must have washed in from elsewhere or possibly discarded 
following previous excavations. 
 
Finds 
Introduction 
A total of 69 numbers were allocated to finds in trench one, this is in addition to the bulk lifted items 
under dive number.  Details about registered artefacts are in Appendix 1.  
 
Those listed below do not include bulk lifted objects that may produce further artefacts upon 
processing, these included wine and Geneva bottles, clay pipes, bricks, and lead rolls.  The lead rolls 
are interesting as they occur both in disturbed and in undisturbed levels inboard and outboard.  The 
rolls are of different sizes and are simply made by overlapping or merely gripping together a small 
lead patch to form a roll.  Some of these still retained rope within as if they gripped the rope.  It is 
suggested that these are weights for fishing nets, some new and some contemporary with the sinking.  
The finding of several within a concretion containing glass and Geneva bottles lends strength to this 
theory.  There are a number of different sizes and some are initialed.  Although bulk lifted, none were 
individually registered from Trench 1. 
 
All objects derived from a large concretion that began close to the port side beneath CP2 and filled 
much of the bottom of the trench were noted as such.  This was given a feature number, Feature 1.  
As all items were concreted together it was thought that they may have derived from a container of 
some sort and should be treated in the first instance as belonging together. 
 
The types of objects recovered from Trench 1 include the following: 
 
Bricks 
There is a slight variation in size, with examples between 220mm and 225mm in length, 100mm-
105mm in width and 40mm-45mm in thickness (A0001, A0003, A0007, A0013, A0018, A0067, 
A0069). 
 
The majority of these bricks were in the disturbed levels and just below so they must either be derived 
from previous excavation discard or from the bricks in store in the hold.  As they are not generally 
stored this far astern their presence may suggest a stern down attitude for the hull.  Alternatively, 
human activity in the form of trawling over the cargo hold towards the North may have redistributed 
them. 
 
Barrel elements 
Several elements from barrels were recovered from within the grey clay layer.  This included staves 
(0014,0015,0039,0055) and base fragment 0037,14,20) and hoop fragment 0015,0016. 
 
Glass bottles 
The majority of broken bottles were onion shaped wine bottles but some square Geneva bottles were 
noted.  The bulk of glass was recovered within the disturbed upper levels, but within and below the 
concretions (1.6m-2.5m) negative casts of complete bottles were recovered.  Several nearly complete 
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examples were found within the sand level along with some with corks and copper alloy wire (A0005, 
A0043, A0068 Geneva, A0065). 
 
Ordnance 
Two small lead shot were recovered 17mm (A0002), 15mm (A0028) and a concretion containing what 
may be decomposing bar shot with 10mm bar (A0044). 
 
Pipe Fragments 
Fragments from the disturbed upper sediments were broken and stem fragments were given the dive 
number.  A number of heel marks6 were noted on the pipes recovered from beneath the spar.  These 
marks included the initials WS (A0008, A0017, A0021, A0047), Crown over 7 (A0022, A0041), an 
arch (A0045, A0041) and a portcullis (A0041, like Hollandia 18).  None of the bowls showed signs of 
burning so they were probably being transported rather than in use.  A study of the distribution and 
frequency of pipes bearing particular marks combined with whether they were used or unused should 
reflect bulk orders from one pipe maker and individual pipes in use (A0023 (1-15), A0038 (1-41)). 
 
Knife Handles 
Several wooden knife handles with a geometric incised pattern were recovered from close to CP2, 
(A0024) with ferule (A0025, A0041).  An unidentified tool handle was also recovered (A0052). 
 
Furniture 
A decorated wooden frame of some sort may represent furniture (A0059).  Carved furniture would 
have been used in the stern cabins on the upper and quarter decks. 
 
Ceramics 
There were broken elements of stoneware and china, all within the pockets of sand around the 
concretions.  These included some china saucer fragments (A0049, A0050) a glazed pot (A0058) and 
fragments (A0060, A0061, A0063, A0064). 
 
Pewter 
One small pewter cup bearing a rose and crown mark on its base was recovered just beneath the 
spar, resting on and concreted to the large concretion (Feature 2).  This had a height of 100mm, base 
diameter of 73mm and mouth of 86mm.   
 
Specie 
Two ducatons were recovered (A0048) while other concretions may contain corroded silver coinage.  
 
Ship’s Structure 
A number of elements of superstructure were recovered, some from the backfill levels (A0009 
1610mm x 840mm x 150mm), this had square holes of 8mm x 8mm with animal hair and glue on one 
face and is similar to A0030.  Another piece of structure in the backfill was thinner, of 28mm thick and 
65mm wide with numerous nail holes.  This is often found when two pieces of thinner wood are 
attached together with nails to give a thicker element.  An outer hull sheathing plank was found 
(A0011 530 mm x 125mm x 22 mm), this may well be the plank which was missing next to the 
sternpost.  Other structural fragments include A0012 and A0027. 
 

                                                      
6 Raised marks on the heel of the pipe denoting the mark of the individual pipe maker. 
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The large spar exposed during previous excavations was recovered, this had a length of 4670mm and 
circumference of 640mm but included 11 holes, not all of which penetrated the spar.  The condition is 
good with the exception of the end that had been deeply buried in the sandbank at the northwest 
corner of the trench, as this appeared gribbled.  Stratigraphically it is in a backfilled area and cannot 
be proven to be wreck derived by location.   
 
Miscellaneous fragments included a slat, possibly the remains of a box (A0026, A0056 and A0040) 
and a wooden block (A0054). 
 
Environmental 
A number of samples were taken for analysis (A0004, A0033 and A0034) and a substance 
resembling yellow amber was collected (A0062). 
 
Discrete concretions were recovered, these included some (A0031, A0032) directly below CP2 and 
possibly a blade fragment (A0066). 
 
The excavation of a corroded scaffold screw with a 5mm coating of concretion over all of it provides 
an interesting indicator of the speed of concretion build up in Trench 1 as the screw was deposited 
between 1989 and 1993. 
 
Many items are concreted in a grey / black granular concretion suggestive of gunpowder, analysis 
may confirm this hypothesis. 
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Trenches 2 and 3 

Introduction 
Only nine days were spent excavating trenches 2 and 3, the area chosen had been as a result of an 
earlier ROV survey that revealed bricks.  Due to the compact nature of the bricks observed during this 
dive7 it was assumed that this area was the galley.  
 
The first dive in this area8 revealed so many bricks that it was immediately clear that this was not the 
galley, but the top levels of a cargo of bricks at 12-14m forward of the stern.  This would equate to the 
area of the after hold or if on the orlop (lower gun deck) the crews quarters and armaments.  It seems 
likely that the Feature (3) represents the top level of a cargo of bricks in the after hold9.  Our aim was 
to try and excavate across the vessel from the port side to the starboard side around the galley area.  
The cargo of bricks prevented the finding of any structure towards the starboard side due to the depth 
of the bricks that increased towards the west.  We concentrated excavating from the centre of the 
vessel towards the east to delineate the port side first. 
 
The bricks were stored lengthways parallel with the hull, at an orientation of 330°.  Towards the west 
(starboard) they are stacked flat, towards the port side they are canted over to present their side faces 
uppermost.  These are rationally stored on the west side becoming more random towards the port 
side, some at ninety degrees to the main cargo.  This would correspond to a cargo stored flat being 
turned on edge and slipping towards the port side as the vessel sank10.   
 
Exploration and excavation to try and delineate the spread of the bricks extended to the North, South 
and West covering grid squares from B4A and B in the north to B8A and A in the south, a distance of 
10 metres.  There was no obvious end to the spread of bricks in any direction other than towards the 
port side, where they appeared more randomly distributed and amongst both collapsed and coherent 
structure.  In areas B7 and B8 evidence of deck supports and deck planks (all 50mm in thickness) 
were recorded but other than being parallel with the bricks their coherency could not be demonstrated 
without removing a substantial number of bricks.  In square B7B it appeared as though some of the 
bricks were lying on the deck planks11 so at least some structural elements from the orlop deck 
survive.  For this to be so the cargo would have had to burst through the orlop deck during the sinking 
with some of the bricks preserving portions of the orlop deck.  Over 350 bricks were recovered for 
analysis and display (A0420 1-350, dive 108) these were in grid square B7B. 
 
Although the predominant feature was the bricks forming an impenetrable layer that may offer 
excellent protection to anything stored beneath, there were a few features amongst the bricks.  The 
features included an area of stored barrel elements (B6A, B5A/B) with staves stored flat and separate 
from ends12 (A0147 parts 1-7).   Many apparently quartered logs were apparent which still retained 
the bark, some of this was excavated having been mistaken for leather.  Wood was part of the cargo.  
A notable feature (5) consisted of iron stained white clay taking the form of barrels with stave 
impressions within the concretion, this overlay the bricks and one deck plank.  Here it would appear 
that a barrel or iron element had corroded, the wood eroding away but leaving the stave impressions.  
The iron seems to have preferentially preserved a deck plank within or on top of the bricks13.  Other 
than the barrels and logs, the only other major feature was a large cylindrical object (Feature 4) lying 
across the ship at right angles to the bricks in area B10D.  This appears to be a composite of wood 
and iron, some of which appears to be staves of wrought iron so it may be the remains of a winch 
system or capstan(s).  The composite is in four parts with gaps between, a diameter of 650-700mm 
and total combined length of 1588mm14.  
 

                                                      
7 23 July 2000 
8 Grid B7B 
9 See video survey dive 85 
10 Video log dive 112 & 113. 
11 Video log dive 102 
12 Video log dive 83 
13 Video log dive 118 
14 Video log dives 61, 106, 117, 125. 
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Structure Trench 2 
Structural Survey 
The positions of the first dive in trench 2 placed us within the vessel 2m east of the transom and 12-
14m to the south15, assuming that the stern section was not out of line or twisted away from the rest 
of the vessel.  Exploration of the surrounding area suggested nothing visible to the west except bricks 
with wooden structural elements visible to the east.  Excavation in the first instance was confined to 
the brick feature and trying to locate an intact portion of port side hull structure, a sandwich formed of 
inner hull planking or ceiling planking, frames, outer planking and sacrificial sheathing.  
 
Structural Indicators 
Control points were placed on the major items of structure, with the exception of CP3, a large roll of 
lead within grid B8B. 
 
A substantial longitudinal beam (CP8 to south, 11 on middle and 12 on north end) may be a 
longitudinal deck support or a stringer for the port side.  The beam is 120mm x 120mm but is broken 
at two nail positions 140mm apart so it may have been wider or thicker, this lies at 330° and has a 
length of three metres.  At its north end stored barrel ends were found.  To the west of this a similar 
size longitudinal beam was found and a point was put on its southern, broken end (CP10). 
 
A second substantial element was a carling16 was found with five slots for half beams, four of which 
were present.  The carling was also aligned at 330° and had a width of 90mm, a depth of 140mm and 
a length of 2896mm.  The spacing of the half beams varied, one with only 80mm and one up to 
200mm.  Two of these half beams had compass bearings measured at 235° and 240°.  The slots 
varied between 80mm and 100.  CP7 was placed on the broken southern end.  At the north end 
where it disappeared into the sediment and jumble of timber, including deck planks of 50mm in 
thickness and between 170mm and 200mm wide.  This is undoubtedly a deck support structure, or 
some form of half deck support structure.  The most unusual feature of this is that the half beams are 
rebated into the western face of the timber.  If this represents an intact structural element, the fair face 
of the timber should represent the side of a hatch (hence no half beams).  The timber is too close to 
the position of the port side for a hatch, unless it has slipped dramatically towards the port side.  The 
other possibility is that the eastern (non-rebated) edge lay on a stringer against the port side, and was 
not itself a beam shelf, in which case it is nearly a metre west of where the port side should be.  The 
other possibility is that it is upside down.  It would appear that this is an isolated portion of deck 
support, further excavation to the north dislodged it and the half beams became loose and displaced 
during the excavation.  
 
The other substantial timbers were associated with a longitudinal heavy timber, marked CP4 on its 
southern, torn end.  The timber was oriented at angle of 340° and had a width of 450mm and 
thickness of 100mm and it rested on broken wooden planks.  This could be a stringer on the inside of 
the hull or an outer hull plank.  
 
Above and behind CP4 were a number of thinner smaller planks that could be outer hull sheathing.  
Nearly meeting this timber was a curved element CP5 which was 250mm x 220mm, this looks like the 
top of a rider or large internal floor timber but could also be a portion of a rib with the planking 
displaced. 
 
Although there were a number of elements of structure that were identified, the port side of the vessel 
in a coherent form was never found.  For this reason, an excavation to the east or outboard of the 
projected line of the hull (trench 3) was undertaken to see whether the hull was detached and had 
collapsed to the east and to assess the nature of the stratigraphy, and the artefact assemblage. 
Several areas were tested, with excavations in the north outboard of CP9 (W4A, W4B) during dives 
88-92.  Areas W5A and W6A in dives 95, 96, 123 and 124 and a number of dives in W8A 
(120,121,126,128).   
 

                                                      
15 B7B, dive 73 
16 Longitudinal support into which the half beams which support deck planks are rebated. 
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Stratigraphy Trench 2 
Towards the starboard side the bricks were visible on the surface covered with only a light dusting of 
grey silt.  The sediments between the bricks was a white buttery silt, possibly representing deposition 
within the hull of suspended sediment as the vessel was still a coherent structure.    
 

 
Towards the port side the sediment was deeper, with mobile silt overlying 300mm of dark grey clay 
(A0200) which peeled off easily to a thin (200mm) loose layer of broken shells in sand, predominantly 
razor shells (A0201).  This shelly layer may be seabed deposit formed when the upper structure had 
deteriorated, and the seabed became flat.  Beneath this the bricks were stored within buttery silt 
which was noted by all divers as being cold to touch.  Artefacts were within the brick silt/clay layer, 
Figure 11.  Around the more scattered bricks on the east the sediment was white clay with sand 
contained within it, the bricks were too deeply stored on the west. The amount of sand increased 
towards the east.  Excavations into this layer resulted in many objects although few of these seemed 
to be bulk cargo objects17 but either personal objects in use or for use within the ship (buckles, spoon, 
lead sheets (A0406, A0407). 
 
 
Features allocated within trench 2 and the explored area around it included the following: 
 
Feature 1 – ROV survey of what appeared to be of a brick structure rather than stored bricks. 

Feature 3 - Stored bricks 

Feature 4 – Cylindrical object 

                                                      
17 (B/5/6/7/8A) Dive 98, A0281-A0291, dive 100, A0300-A0307, dive 102,A0308-A0315, dive 103, 
dive 105, A0317-A0326, dive 104, A0328-A0342; dive 106; dive 111 A0379-A0396 and A0403; dive 
114, A0417-A0419, dive 127, A0551-A0552, A0554, A0555, A0559-A0556, A0568, A0575, A0578-
A0591 
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Figure 11: Stratigraphy trench 2 
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Feature 5 – White casts which appeared to contain concreted remains of what was in barrels resting 
on bricks. 

 
Structural Indicators Trench 3 
Although few structural elements were found within any of the areas designated as outboard, a loose 
knee (A0518) and rigging block (A0519) were recovered.  These elements were mixed with nearly 
complete china cups (A0540, A0505) and lead rolls (AO490, 1-11). 
 
The concreted columns excavated in areas W5A and W8A do suggest that the sand area represents 
the sediments outside the ship, with the columns being the migration of the iron heads of the hull bolts 
into the sand. It is possible that the broken elements noted in trench 2 are portions of the side of the 
vessel which are detached and lying in part to the west (CP4, CP5).  The sand infill to the east of the 
bricks between sectors 5 and 8 combined with the lack of significant structure suggest that the vessel 
has broken open at this point.  This does not necessarily mean that the ship has broken between the 
bow and stern, as the angle of the bulk of the brick cargo along its north/south axis does not appear to 
change.  There would however appear to be damage to the port side in this area, with sand entering 
the vessel.  This is not surprising as items of trawling gear was present in large quantities just north of 
CP9.  
 

 
  
One of the thousands of wine bottles carried for the journey 
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Stratigraphy Trench 3 
In the north sector W5A (Figure 12, upper) there was a grey mobile silt layer of 300 mm in depth that 
held wreck derived material.  Beneath this was a layer of broken shells in grey sand, with an 
increased number of finds.  Beneath this, at a depth of 550mm was coarse sterile white sand with 
only the concreted remains of corroding ship fastenings. 
  
In the south of trench 3, in sector W8A (Figure 12, lower), sedimentation included a fine layer of 
mobile grey silt of 50mm to 100mm in thickness which overlay grey mud with sand inclusions 600mm 
thick.  The interface between this and the layer below held a dark organic layer of less than 10mm 
thickness.  Beneath this was a compact sand layer of 120mm that overlay a thin organic layer 
containing shells and sand, this overlay 300mm of fine grey sand.  Beneath this layer was a 50- 
100mm layer of white to grey clay that overlay compact golden sand at a depth of 1170mm.   

 
The number of artefacts18 and the excellent condition of some of them suggest rapid burial and again 
reflect personal rather than trade items.  These include a pencil (A0231, Photo 11), ducatons with a 
clear date of 1733 (A0217) together with groups such as 60 lead rolls of three differing sizes (A0220), 
                                                      
18 Dive 90, A0217-237 
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six copper alloy buckles (A0223-228) together with ceramic and pipe fragments and the odd brick.  
The fine grey sand layer held concretions, many with stalactite formations as though they had formed 
on the underneath of an overhanging structure, possibly the ends of iron bolts which in time hardened 
the sand19.  The purity of the golden sand layer at 1170mm that may represent the original seabed 
level.  The lack of finds in the layer above suggests that this was a harder clay layer that formed when 
the ship landed on the seabed. 
 

Recording 
All items excavated from trenches 2 and 3 were given artefact numbers and kept.  Where many items 
of the same type such as broken bottles, lead rolls, pins and specie were excavated together they 
were given the same number with part numbers, for example lead rolls (A0490 1-11) and bricks 
(A0420 1-350) 

Finds Trenches 2 and 3 
Three hundred and ninety finds were recovered from trenches 2 and 3 during 55 dives, 214 from 
trench 3 outboard with 183 of these from sector W8A.  All of these are of a mixed nature, some 
personal, some ship’s equipment such as an oil lamps (Photos 21,22), pipes and taps (Photo 23)  as 
well as the net weights20 (Photos 24, 25). 

Trench 2, Inboard 
Excavation in trench 2 included sectors B5A, B6A, B7A, B8A and further inboard, B7B, B8B.  In 
addition, a small excavation to reveal detail of the cylindrical Feature (4) revealed a few items.  All of 
these are listed in Appendix 1 by simple name within each sector. 
 
The density of finds increases to the east (port side) with most types of finds being found in greater 
numbers outboard.  One exception was in B7B, where 60 ducatons were found, with 22 on one dive 
(78) and 23 on another (113).  Most items are of a durable nature, with inorganics most prevalent.  
Unusual features included the discrete pockets of fruit stones and seeds (A0360, 1-25, 0421) and 
bones (A0360, A0361).  Dating these items might prove interesting, as it is possible that these are 
modern contaminants discarded during previous excavation seasons.  Their incorporation within 
sediments yielding ducatons (A0362) and other wreck-derived objects (A0359 - A0364) is important21. 
 
The brick cargo contained a number of items within the white clay matrix around the bricks.  The 
majority were not found in groups which one could suggest had derived from broken containers, but 
more as isolated individual objects.  These objects appear to be more personal than cargo in nature, 
there were few identical objects reflective of bulk goods in transit.  Items within the bricks consisted of 
durable individual objects such as buckles (Photo 26), buttons, cloth seals which may have derived 
from a cargo of cloth bales, pewter spoons (Photo 27) and ducatons, some in small groups which may 
have resulted from decayed purses (A0414, 1-23).   
 
Buckles and Buttons 
The eight copper alloy buckles all appear unique, and although three were uncovered in one dive 
(111), even these were different.  The eight buttons were recovered on four separate dives 
(85,95,111.115). 

 
Cloth Seals 
All three cloth seals were within the bricks, two found together on one dive (85) and one in the 
previous (84).  These items, together with the wine bottles, bricks and wood, are the only real 
indicators of cargo goods in trench 2. It is possible that cloth bales stored above the bricks have 
disintegrated leaving only the seals trapped within the bricks. 
 
Pipes 
Only 9 pipe fragments were recovered. 
                                                      
19 Video log dive 105 
20 For a typical example see dive 126 
21 Video log dive 108 
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Specie 
A single gold coin, a hand-struck ducat dated 1729 minted in Utrecht as part of the Company’s money 
aboard (A0402 photo centre pages). 
 
Bottles 
Only 18 numbers were allocated to bottles. 
 
Lead Rolls 
Forty-two lead rolls were recovered, the largest concentration in B7A (19). 
 
Other items 
Broken wineglass stems (Photo 28) of differing types are suggestive of items that came from decks 
above as did the fork (A0385), 12 spoons, 7 shoe elements.  Two shot were recovered (A0410, 
A0417, both lead) to living quarters and working areas rather than bulk storage areas. 

Trench 3, Outboard 
Excavation occurred in sectors W5A-W8A/B over 11 dives.  Although the distinction of inboard and 
outboard is difficult in the absence of coherent structure, the sediment changes suggest that the 
designation on of the original grid squares with “W” representing outboard and “B” representing 
inboard appears sound.  The huge number of finds from the sector W8A alone reflect the tilt to port 
which has resulted in objects and structural elements from the decks above the hold being distributed 
outside the port side. 
 
Outside the expected line of the port side pockets of silt mixed with sand yielded clusters of objects22 
(A0580, A0592).  All of these pockets produced mixed items, for example structural elements 
(A0581), sheathing, blocks (A0575, A0568), gland (A0566), rigging (A0583) and a hollow wood 
cylinder (A0586).  Items included (dive 119) a musket (A0548) a trigger guard (A0508), an oil lamp 
(A0507) and a tap (A0465) along with broken glass stems, pottery, lead rolls and a shoe (A0439). 
 
Buckles and buttons 
Twelve copper alloy buckles were recovered, most from sector W8A23.  Although some were found 
together, they do not appear to be identical. The distribution for the eight buttons is similar. 
 
Cloth Seals 
No cloth seals were recovered. 
 
Pipes 
Only eight pipe fragments were found outboard ,one of which was a bowl  (A0483). 
 
Bottles 
Eighteen numbers were allocated to bottles or parts of bottles (Photo 29). 
 

                                                      
22 Video log dive 127 
23 Dives 89,90,92,95 
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Other. 
 
It is from this sector that some of the most interesting artefacts derive.  This includes the two oil 
lamps, one that may have been in use on the gun deck24, fittings such as taps25, hinges26 and rigged 
elements of rigging27.  As well as these items, tools, ceramics (22 listed) in the form of both stoneware 
and china were recovered28.  Sector W8A also yielded the brass capped pencil (A0231), musket and 
guard29.   A fine VOC sash buckle was found in sector W7A (A0254, Photo centre page). 
 
Lead rolls. 
 
One hundred and seventy-two lead rolls were found outboard.  Sector W8A alone yielded 98, with a 
further 57 between W8A and W8B.  A further 36 were found on the border of B8A and W8A. 
Undoubtedly some are contemporary with the wreck, others may be later evidence of fishing on the 
site.  Some bear initials, and some still retain rope and others not – despite seemingly identical burial 
conditions.   Both these features at present appear random.  They are found in a variety of sizes, 
often together.  It is hard to tell whether some represent nets in transit, or in use during the voyage 
and others merely lead rolls for manufacturing nets in Batavia.  They are cylinders, it would be easier 
to transport flat lead pieces. 
 
 
 
 

    
 
   Sash buckle 

                                                      
24 A0507, A0580 
25 A-465, A0578 
26 A0479, A0493 
27 A0463, A0519, A0521, A0577 
28 Video log dives 91, 119, 120, 121,122, 123, 124,126, 127, 128  
29 A0548, A0508  
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Passive Holding of Finds 
Holding facilities were prepared in order to provide conditions to inhibit further physical, biological or 
chemical deterioration of the artefacts. 
 
Following registration, documentation and photography, all finds were stored for transport to the 
conservation facility at the Stedelijk Museum in Vlissingen.  Under the direction of the conservator 
Ton van der Horst, intervention was kept to a minimum and the storage medium chosen was based 
on material type.   
 
Cleaning was reduced to what was required for identification, measuring and photography and 
undertaken with a soft bristle brush.  Any artefact with a residue which was presumed to be organic in 
nature, whether on the outside surface (paint, textile) or on the inside (packaging, organic contents) 
was not washed, but heat sealed within polythene or sealed within a strong zip polythene bag. 
 
• All metals, ceramics and stone were stored in saltwater 

• Wood, leather, bone or horn was sealed in polythene within a limited amount of seawater 

• Textile and organic material was not re-immersed, but kept damp and sealed 

The storage areas were located about the vessel in numbered tanks, all were within darkened areas 
and the large seawater tank was insulated.  Where support was required, small containers with 
saturated foam were utilized. 
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Conservation 

Ton Van der Horst 

Procedure 

As soon as the vessel docked all finds were transported to the conservation facility at the Stedelijk 
Museum in Vlissingen.  They are cleaned and separated into material types before conservation.  Any 
unphotographed artefacts are photographed. Anything missing from the artefact registration form is 
added at this stage. 
 
Wood and leather are placed immediately into a large freezer, or tank containing fresh water if they 
are too large for the freezers.  Once the organics have been frozen, water is removed by placing them 
in a vacuum freeze-drying chamber (Edwards BF 4) which can extract 1.2 kg of ice in 12 hours.  After 
freeze-drying, wooden artefacts are treated with linseed oil to prevent any further drying or collapse.  
Leather is freeze-dried, but a specific leather dressing is applied once they are dry.  If possible, 
reconstruction is undertaken at this stage. 
 
Both complete and incomplete wine bottles are washed in tap water, as are all glass artefacts.  This is 
undertaken within a circulation tank where the water is filtered.  Routine readings for chlorides are 
taken.  When the reading is stable, suggesting that there are no more chlorides within the glass, the 
artefacts are washed in distilled water until the chloride reading is less than 20 parts per million.  The 
glass is then dried and immersed into a 1/10 solution of Dormoplast SG Normal that provides a 
coating.  Any corks are treated with a two-part glue to prevent shrinkage. 
 
Earthenware, stoneware and porcelain are washed in distilled water and dried.  After each excavation 
season all the fragments from each trench are gathered together to try and piece together any 
vessels. 
 
Bronze, silver, copper, brass and pewter are cleaned in an electrolytic tank using a 5% sodium 
hydroxide solution with the object forming the anode attached to a stainless-steel cathode.  A 5 volt 
electrical supply is used.  Following electrolytic reduction, the objects are neutralised and cleaned 
ultrasonically at between 40 - 70 degrees centigrade by turning a power supply on an off in intervals 
of not longer than five minutes.  This short interval is necessary to prevent cavitation occurring which 
could damage the object.  After the object is dry it is lacquered with Pantarol. 
 
Gold is cleaned in an 85% solution of nitric acid, neutralised, ultrasonically cleaned and dried. 
 
Steel and cast iron are treated by immersion in a 63 gram per litre solution of sodium sulphite which is 
covered and heated to 70 degrees celcius and constantly mixed.  The solution is changed weekly 
following routine chloride readings.  Once the readings remain below 100 parts per million, the objects 
are considered stable. The remaining chlorides have changed into barium sulphate.  The object is 
then dried and placed in melted microcrystalline wax. 

Reconstruction 

All incomplete objects are studied with their associated objects.  Any broken objects which can be 
reconstructed are put together.  Objects which have been damaged or bent such as pewter plates are 
carefully reconstructed to show their original form and placed on display to tell their own story. Photo 
37 shows reconstructed lanterns from previous excavations and a conserved oil lamp from the 2000 
season. 
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Project Statistics 
Mark Fuller 

Tidal Conditions 
A set of tidal roses for the area surrounding the Vliegent Hart site based on the standard port of 
Vlissingen, Netherlands, were used to predict the strength and direction of the tide.  The source of this 
data was the Dutch Hydrographic Office and these roses had proved invaluable on the earlier North 
Sea Archaeological Group expeditions. 
 
The tidal regime can be summarized as consisting of a short period of relatively clear water slack 
between HW-3½ and HW–1½ hours (flood tide) and a longer one of poorer visibility from HW+2 to 
HW+5 hours (ebb tide).  The ebb tide dominates, as is commonly the case in the vicinity of an estuary 
(Schelde), and the different high water levels show a small diurnal effect on the tidal curve. 
 
Commercial surface supplied diving operations are normally conducted in tidal flows of up to 1 knot.  
During neap tides (3.0m range) the rate does not exceed 1 knot and therefore for a period of several 
days diving operations are normally unrestricted by tide.  During a mean tide the rate will exceed 1 
knot for an hour or more either side of high and low water leaving a diving window of approximately 6-
7 hours during each tidal cycle (12 h 20 m).  During spring tides (4.4m range) both slack periods are 
shortened, the flood slack significantly so, resulting in a reduced diving window of about 5 hours each 
cycle. 

Underwater Visibility 
Underwater visibility is frequently zero but can reach 7 or 8 m on several occasions during the 
summer months.  The average conditions to be expected are 1m or less at seabed level.  Ambient 
light levels are usually sufficient to allow vision without lighting after several minutes of adjustment, 
but at times the seabed is a dark environment so underwater lighting is therefore essential. 
 
In general, the factors that will enhance underwater visibility are a prolonged period of light or westerly 
(onshore) winds and weak tides.  The best visibility normally occurs within the period HW –3 to HW 
+1. 
 
Another factor affecting the underwater visibility is the large amount of spoil dumped at sea by 
dredgers operating in the area. 

Wind and Sea Conditions 
Sea conditions are largely wind driven and therefore can change in a matter of a few hours. Rough 
seas and swell may develop in any month of the year however as Atlantic depressions track across 
the region causing winds to blow mainly from the SW which then veer to NW. 
 
Prolonged NW to N winds will cause a moderate to heavy swell and disturbed sea conditions along 
the Dutch and Belgian coasts which can persist for several days with only temporary lulls and 
changes in direction.  Additionally, a marked sea breeze effect is often observed during anti-cyclonic 
conditions (high pressure) which increases wind speeds during the late morning and afternoon. The 
Terschelling was moored with the bows heading in a SW direction, thus facing the predominant 
weather. 
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Diving Procedures 
Paul Dart 

Equipment 
All diving was carried out from the dive support vessel Terschelling using the air spread fitted to the 
vessel.  This comprised: 
 
• Low pressure compressor supplying three air diving panels 

• A large high-pressure air bank which was fed from a high-pressure compressor 

• Reduced high pressure from the bank supplying the air diving panels 

• A high-pressure cylinder filling station on deck fed from the high-pressure compressor 

• A twin lock 54” recompression chamber fed from both low pressure and high-pressure 
compressors 

• Large back-up high pressure cylinders on deck for the panels 

• 3 air diving umbilicals  

• 3 Kirby Morgan Band mask helmets and one Kirby Morgan ‘Superlite’ helmet  

• Umbilical camera and light for the helmet fed to a video recorder, video capture card and monitor 

• Diver’s cage and clump-weight operated from deck winch 

• Closed-circuit TV for deck observation from Dive Control 

• Deck communications via a transceiver 

• Two six-inch and two four-inch airlifts 

• Two road compressors feeding the airlifts 

 
In addition to the diving spread there was support from the remote operated vehicles (ROVs) the 
Slingsby Seacat and the Hydrovision Hyball (Photo 7). 

Methodology 
Archaeological operations were carried out under the direct control of Alex Hildred as the 
Archaeological Director.  All diving was controlled by Dive Supervisors appointed by Stephen Roue, 
Operations Manager for Falmouth Divers Ltd.  All operations were carried out under the proposed and 
agreed Diving Plan submitted by Falmouth Divers Ltd. 
 
The work was divided into three main operations with all of the operations being carried out 
simultaneously: 
 
• Survey 

• Excavation 

• Recording and passive holding of artefacts 

 
Terschelling was secured on a four-point mooring that made for very safe and relatively easy diving. 
 
All diving equipment was inspected and checked against a list daily.  The diving supervisor drew up a 
dive plan that fitted with individual abilities and skills and this was discussed with Captain Nigel 
Boston acting as Dive Project Coordinator.  The plan had to fit in with the local tidal current and 
weather conditions.  Assistance given by Mark Fuller was a major factor in the understanding of local 
conditions. 
Most of the dives undertaken included excavation using the six-inch airlifts connected to the sieve.  
Problems with the airlifts were usually rectified by recovering the airlift and making changes on deck.  
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Divers were usually excavating alone, only on a few occasions were two divers in the water 
simultaneously, usually for the purpose of surveying.  All diving was through a dive cage lowered from 
the deck.  The standby diver stayed on deck along with the support team while the diving supervisor 
remained on the panel during diving operations with a deck supervisor overseeing the dressing, 
deployment, operation and recovery of each diver.  Co-ordination with the deck banksman was via a 
deck transceiver that was operated from Dive Control. 
 
Some recording of detail by video and stills photography was carried out.  The camera on the 
Superlite helmet was used to record each dive, this proved to be important not only as a safety 
feature.  The camera was used for recording the activities underwater allowing the archaeologists 
more control over the dive.  Other tasks apart from airlifting and photography included the use of 
acoustic and tape measuring techniques to support the survey operations. 
 

 
 

Photo 34: Diving supervisor at panel 
 
Diving operations were recorded in a logbook that kept a tally of the dives and tasks for each dive.  
The logbook was used to give a consecutive reference number labeling each dive, divers were then 
able to use this to complete a computer database record of their work.  At the end of the day a 
debriefing and discussion session was held which included plans for the following day. 
 

Health and Safety Requirements 
The works involved with the support vessel were carried out in accordance with the Merchant 
Shipping Regulations.  All operations with onboard activities were the responsibility of the vessel 
Master and the Diving Supervisor.  The Diving Contractor, Falmouth Divers Ltd., were operating 
under the Commercial diving projects inland/inshore Approved Code of Practice under the HSE 
Diving at Work Regulations 1997. 
 
The use of Surface-Supplied Demand Equipment (SDDE) in the diving operations allowed safe and 
efficient use of time in what were potentially hazardous conditions.  Risk assessments and project 
plans were made and discussed with all the Diving Team each day. 
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Diving Statistics 
Diving was carried out on 22 of the 24 days on site.  Two complete days were lost due to weather and 
on four occasions diving was curtailed due to weather or tides.  The total number of man-dives was 
128, in addition to six long ROV dives so a total of 7800 minutes (130 man-hours) was spent working 
on site.  As most of the dives were undertaken using the Superlite 18 helmet with camera, nearly 
complete video footage of the excavation exists. 
 
The only paper archives regularly maintained were the diving operations log and the initial artefact 
recording data. 
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Conclusions 
Interpretation of Structure Trench 1 
The stern is intact between the sternpost and the port side and the expected depth of burial at the 
stern is at least four metres comprising the hold of the vessel. 
 
Summary Angle of heel of sternpost to vertical. 
 
The angle of heel from vertical to port was measured as 33_ and the distance between CP1 and CP2 
was 4.3m.  This encompasses some of the area of the orlop deck towards the port side.  There are a 
number of structural indicators that can be used to support this theory. 
 
Structural Indicators 
The combination of external wooden cladding and copper sheathing on the sternpost suggests a 
position below water.  The presence of external hull sheathing on the outside of the vessel suggests a 
depth below the stern ports, consistent with around orlop deck level, this would suggest a depth of 
burial at this point of 4m or more.  Deck plans of the slightly larger, 150ft East Indiamen of 1742 
(Gawronski, 1986, p.56) show that on the orlop deck at this level one would expect the gunroom 
containing hand weapons and the steering gear.  Below this, in the hold, the cable well, cartridge 
lockers, gunpowder stores, bread and spare sails.  This is similar for the 145-foot vessels. 
 
Artefactural Indicators 
This is based on an analysis of the finds recovered previously, including lead ingots, musket balls and 
lead sheathing in grid squares B2B and B2C. 
 
The size of the one measured gun suggests a lighter gun derived from the upper deck (8lbs) but 
these could be cargo guns of unimportant size.  These guns could have collapsed. 
 
The observed ‘galley structure’ noted previously and on ROV reconnaissance suggests orlop deck 
level or higher, but this could have collapsed. 
 
The lead ingots suggest that we are low in the ship.  
 
If the level is the orlop deck then this area should be the gunroom where the tiller enters the ship and 
where hand weapons, artillery and steering gear were kept.  If this was at a lower level then this 
would correspond to the cable store and towards the bow the cartridge store and gunpowder locker. 
To have items relating to the gunroom, these must have been derived from the collapsing structure of 
that area, so it is unlikely that we have the full height of this compartment.  Similarly, the absence of 
large amounts of cable suggests that this area beneath the gunroom is potentially intact inboard.  
Should any of the constituents of gunpowder be identified within the concretions outboard, this would 
suggest a level at or below the area of the orlop deck.  Knife handles and sword blades were 
previously excavated from this area and from outside the port quarter and these would have been 
stored in the gunroom. 
 
Structural analysis together with the artefacts recovered suggests a level at or just below the level of 
the orlop deck.  The angle of heel to port and possibly an orientation stern down would distribute 
artefacts from the cabins of the captain, officers and passengers over the stern of the vessel and 
outside the port side.    
 
The aims of evaluating the nature and extent of the stern structure were achieved by the Trench 1 
excavation, although the excavation inside and towards the starboard side were not.  Excavation of 
both these areas will entail the removal of a substantial amount of concretion, nets and chain. 
 
The original control points on the sternpost and corner with the port side could not be found.  They 
have either corroded away, or the structure has eroded below this point.  The accuracy of the acoustic 
positioning of the new points means that this can be assessed in the future.  
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Interpretation of Structure in Trenches 2 and 3 
Between 8 and 12 metres south of the stern there is breach in the structure. Although the nature of 
this was not explored to the north, previous excavations suggest that the port side was intact to at 
least to 6 metres south of the stern post.  The presence of net, mats and general fishing gear both on 
the stern and the port side suggest that the wreck is still subject to human interference and some 
damage may be recent. 
 
In the area of the cargo hold a substantial number of layers of brick survive, still aligned along the 
length of the vessel in the centre, canted over to the port as the ship heeled.  Elements of the deck 
planks and supports for the orlop deck survive (lower gun deck) but these do not seem to be in situ.  
No intact structure was found suggestive of the port side of the vessel.  Acoustic positioning of the 
presumed position of the port side of the vessel reveal sand infiltration inboard.  Split structural 
elements suggest a break in the integrity of longitudinal structure.  The nature of the artefact 
assemblage towards the port side and outboard reflect both professional and personal objects that 
may have originally been stored on the orlop deck. 
 
The bulk of cargo is brick but it is not known how many layers are represented or whether this fills the 
entire hold.  Amongst the bricks are found durable possessions possibly derived from the orlop deck 
quarters for the crew.  Towards the port side the artefacts increase in number, the most compact 
assemblages found outside the hull where the collapsing structure has caused objects to fall towards 
the port side.  Inboard there are a few areas amongst the bricks where assemblages are found and 
these represent personal objects and ships fittings. 
 
Although the bricks take up most of the trench, they do virtually stop at the position where one would 
expect the port side to be, only two were found in trench 3.  The fact that they have not fallen 
outboard suggests that they may have been secured across the ship.  It is almost certain that this 
very solid cargo has preserved the structure below and amongst it.  The evidence for human 
interference is evident everywhere explored.  This must account in part for the break up of the vessel 
and paucity of surface finds.  The very modern nature of the contaminants indicates that this activity 
should still be considered a threat.  Similarly, the fact that the control points put on the stern structure 
as late as 1993 are not in evidence, combined with the reduced height of the sternpost compared with 
the 1984 elevation (Gawronski and Kist, 1984) indicates that microbiological activity is an ongoing 
threat to upstanding structure.  It would not be unusual to expect the wooden elements beneath the 
light dusting of surface silt to erode over time. 
 
The aim of testing for coherency in structure along the port side was met.  The enormity of the brick 
cargo meant that a trench across to the starboard side was not achieved.  The site was not explored 
by trenching for more than a maximum of four metres to the east.  Surface debris was not evident in 
explorations to the east.   Exploration of the site westwards by ROV did reveal a substantial cylindrical 
feature that may represent the capstans or winches. 
 
It is felt that there is still a significant threat to the site posed by commercial fishing.  The upstanding 
structure in the stern appears to have eroded, the profile has changed significantly since 1983.  
Biological degradation of exposed wood is expected and cannot be halted without a significant 
amount of engineering to cover any exposed timber.   
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Recommendations for Further Work on Site 
Completion of the excavation started in trench 3 is recommended.  We would like to find the extent of 
the collapsed contents outboard and try and ascertain the nature of the damage to the hull at this 
point. 
 
We still feel that a trench should be projected towards the west to ascertain the position and nature of 
the starboard side.  Ideally this should avoid trenching through the bricks, but if the bricks are 
protecting the structure, at least it should be there beneath the bricks.  In the absence of a handheld 
sub bottom profile survey, a trench through the bricks to the structure below and west is at least 
starting from a known archaeological feature.  Several ROV searches should be built into the 
programme to include investigating the area where the bow should lie, following the projected line of 
the port side.   
 
ROV exploration in the area of the magnetometer contact should search for features suggestive of 
bow structure. The bricks should be followed to the south to see where and whether the cargo hold 
can be delineated.  During these searches ground truthing of spot analysis of structural features from 
previous explorations should be undertaken in the keelson and galley areas. 
 
A hand-held sub-bottom profiler survey to reveal the nature and depth of buried features would be a 
valuable addition to any excavation programme. 
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Vliegent Hart – Today and a Vision of the Future 
Rex Cowan 
 
The proper survey and excavation of a buried wreck with areas of hull intact requires substantial time 
and money.  Many wreck sites, even those in the charge of an institution, get a sufficiency of neither 
one nor the other.  For it takes extensive resources, tenacity and will to continue for many years the 
difficult, thankless and sometime dangerous task of carrying out controlled excavation and 
examination of an historic wooden wreck situated in an inhospitable sea. 
 
The work on the site of the Vliegent Hart has been underway continuously, though with patches of 
inactivity, since exploration for the site started in 1979 - a period of 22 years.  Each year new blood 
has been added, and for one reason or another, old hands have dropped out or self-ejected.  But all 
of them with almost no exception have added to the increasing resource of material, information and 
unique discoveries enriching the depositories of the VOC and Dutch Maritime history.  Without listing 
the many people concerned, it should include at its head John Rose, the original Joint Director, whose 
energy, skill and enterprise initiated and supported the work for many years. 
 
The Vliegent Hart enterprise now has what is hoped will be its more permanent base - both physical 
and cultural - in the new Zeeland Maritime Museum.  A long process of what might fairly be termed 
‘informal bonding’ with the Stedelijk Museum and its staff, now looks as if a more formal structure 
could be designed.  A structure where the work of post excavation research could be coordinated and 
relationships with other specific museums and institutes progressed so that specialist studies into 
particular artefacts or groups of recoveries can be instituted.  One large study, that of the coinage and 
treasure and associated packaging material, has been in progress for many years in collaboration 
with the Rijksmuseum Penningkabinet at Leiden, and an interim report by Dr Hans Jacobi will be 
included in next year’s report. 
 
This year research work started on methods of acoustic site survey appropriate for an underwater site 
such as this, with often extremely poor or low visibility.  More attention will be paid to this as well as 
developing and upgrading the computerised database, which are linked to the land base in the 
Stedelijk Museum.  With the generosity of the Oxford Maritime Trust, work on the wreck site has been 
guaranteed for 2001.  As with so many extensive and complex sites as this, only a small percentage 
of the work has been undertaken.  Too often, wreck sites are left, often by teams with the best of 
original intentions, disturbed, partially surveyed and excavated, sometimes stripped of the more 
accessible areas of the wreck site, and abandoned with partial or inadequate publication.  It is hoped 
that the Vliegent Hart will avoid this fate. 
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Zeeland Maritime Museum 
Dr Wilbert Weber 
 
In 2002, a new Museum, the “muZEEum” will open to the public in Vlissingen.  The main theme of the 
Museum will be the maritime history of Zeeland, a province of the Netherlands consisting of a group 
of islands within the Schelde estuary and containing the important cities of Middleburg and Vlissingen. 
Together with the province of Holland (which includes the city of Amsterdam), Zeeland, because of its 
close proximity to important centres of trade and power such as Antwerp, Gent and Brugge, was 
prominent in the maritime trade of the 17th and 18th centuries.  This encompassed the trade to the 
East carried on by the Dutch East India Company and hundreds of East Indiamen from the Chamber 
of Zeeland left for the Indies from the roads of Vlissingen. 
 
It was from nearby Rammekens that the VOC retour-ship Vliegent Hart left on its fatal journey in 
February 1735, to be wrecked on the sandbanks of Deurloo a few hours after setting sail.  In the 19th 
century large parts of the history of Zeeland disappeared from local archives, in particular part of the 
records of the VOC in Middleburg were destroyed.  This has left much of the maritime history of 
Zeeland to be reconstructed from archaeological remains and the remnants of the archives.  It is here 
that underwater archaeology has an important part to play.  Since the start of the project the Vliegent 
Hart diving teams have been based at or near Vlissingen, and the heart of the work of registration, 
conservation and display has been situated at the Stedelijk Museum in Vlissingen. 
 
The new museum will become the central place in Zeeland for the research and study into the 
maritime history of the Province.  Amongst other material, the museum will hold the records of the 
diving and archaeological work on the Vliegent Hart, as well as many of the recoveries from the 
shipwreck that will eventually form the largest collection of information from a VOC wreck in the 
Netherlands.  These sources will become more accessible by the use of modern electronic 
techniques to bring the historical information to life for the public to access.  To this extent, the 
collaboration with the diving group and its archaeological staff is an essential element for the study 
and exhibition of the unique nature of the VOC chamber of Zeeland.  The new museum looks forward 
to the continuation and expansion of the work on the Vliegent Hart in the coming years, and 
welcomes the privilege of co-operating with Rex Cowan and Alex Hildred and the team in their future 
work. 
 

  
 
Artist’s impression of Zeeland Maritime Museum (Copyright Sredelijk Museum) 
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Appendix 1: Catalogue of Finds 
Loc. Ref. Simple Name Material Crate Seabed Context No. 
B10D Base  115 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0431 
B10D Bottle Glass 115 Clay Inboard - Wreck A0432 
B10D Button Other 115 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0428 
B10D Button Metal - Pewter 115 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0429 
B10D Ducaton Metal - Silver 117 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0433 
B10D Ducaton Metal - Silver 118 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0435 
B10D Handle Organic - Wood 118 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0436 
B10D Lead roll Metal - Lead 115 Clay Inboard - Wreck A0427 
B10D Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 118 Clay Inboard - Wreck A0437 
B10D Sample Stone 118 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0438 
B10D Shoe Organic - Leather 115 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0434 
B10D Unidentified Organic - Textile 115 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0426 
B10D Unidentified Metal - Copper Alloy 115 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0430 
B1A Barrel Organic - Wood 48 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0014 
B1A Barrel Organic - Wood 46 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0015 
B1A Barrel Organic - Wood 47 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0016 
B1A Brick Ceramic - Brick 002 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0001 
B1A Brick Ceramic - Brick 041 Other Outboard - Post Wreck A0003 
B1A Brick Ceramic - Brick 43 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0007 
B1A Brick Ceramic - Brick 47 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0013 
B1A Brick  47 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0018 
B1A Bung Organic - Wood 65 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0037 
B1A Concretion Metal - Iron 42 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0006 
B1A Concretion Metal - Iron 47 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0017 
B1A Concretion Metal - Iron 48 Concretion Outboard - Post Wreck A0019 
B1A Cup Metal - Pewter 65 Concretion Outboard - Wreck A0036 
B1A Hull sheathing outer Organic - Wood 48 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0011 
B1A Pipe Ceramic - Other 65 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0038 
B1A Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 43 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0008 
B1A Plank-outer Organic - Wood 43 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0009 
B1A Plank-outer  48 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0012 
B1A Unidentified Other 42 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0004 
B1A Unidentified  42 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0005 
B1A Unidentified Organic - Wood 44 Silt Outboard - Post Wreck A0010 
B1A Unidentified Metal - Copper Alloy 061 Concretion Outboard - Post Wreck A0032 
B1A B1 Pole Organic - Wood 64/65 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0035 
B1A/B Concretion Metal - Iron 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0066 
B1A/B Post Organic - Wood 59 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0029 
B1A/B Shot  70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0044 
B1A/B1 Plank Organic - Wood 59 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0030 
B1AB Barrel Organic - Wood 67 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0039 
B1AB Barrel stave Organic - Wood 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0055 
B1AB Barrel stave Organic - Wood 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0057 
B1AB Bottle Glass 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0043 
B1AB Bottle Glass 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0065 
B1AB Bottle Glass 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0068 
B1AB Brick Ceramic - Brick 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0067 
B1AB Concretion Metal - Iron 59 Concretion Outboard - Post Wreck A0031 
B1AB Ducaton Metal - Silver 69 Clay Outboard - Wreck A00042 
B1AB Ducaton Metal - Silver 70 Concretion Outboard - Wreck A0048 
B1AB Jar Ceramic - Stoneware 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0052 
B1AB Knife-handle Organic - Wood 67 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0041 
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Loc. Ref. Simple Name Material Crate Seabed Context No. 
B1AB Pipe Ceramic - Other 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0047 
B1AB Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0045 
B1AB Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0046 
B1AB Plate Ceramic - China 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0050 
B1AB Plate Ceramic - China 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0051 
B1AB Unidentified Organic - Wood 67 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0040 
B1AB Unidentified Ceramic - Other 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0049 
B1AB Unidentified Organic - Wood 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0053 
B1AB Unidentified Organic - Wood 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0054 
B1AB Unidentified Organic - Wood 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0056 
B1AB Unidentified  70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0058 
B1AB Unidentified  70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0059 
B1AB Unidentified Ceramic - Other 70 Concretion Outboard - Wreck A0060 
B1AB Unidentified Ceramic - China 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0061 
B1AB Unidentified  70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0062 
B1AB Unidentified Ceramic - Stoneware 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0063 
B1AB Unidentified Ceramic - Stoneware 70 Clay Outboard - Wreck A0064 
B1B Ferrule Metal - Copper 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0025 
B1B Knife-handle Organic - Wood 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0024 
B1B Musket-ball Metal - Lead 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0028 
B1B Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0021 
B1B Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0022 
B1B Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0023 
B1B Unidentified Organic - Wood 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0020 
B1B Unidentified Organic - Wood 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0026 
B1B Unidentified Organic - Wood 56 Clay Outboard - Post Wreck A0027 
B2B Sample Metal - Lead 63 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0033 
B2B Sample Metal - Lead 63 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0034 
B2B Shot Metal - Lead 20 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0002 
B5A Barrel Organic - Wood 83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0147 
B5A Barrel Organic - Wood 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0289 
B5A Bottle  83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0145 
B5A Bottle  83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0151 
B5A Bottle Glass 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0271 
B5A Bottle Glass 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0279 
B5A Bottle Glass 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0285 
B5A Bottle Glass 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0287 
B5A Bottle Glass 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0299 
B5A Bottle Glass 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0308 
B5A Bottle Glass 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0309 
B5A Bottle Glass 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0313 
B5A Bottle Glass 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0314 
B5A Brick Ceramic - Brick 83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0146 
B5A Brick Ceramic - Brick 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0276A 
B5A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0268 
B5A Button Metal - Pewter 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0282 
B5A Button Organic - Wood 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0291 
B5A Concretion Metal - Iron 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0273 
B5A Concretion Metal - Iron 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0298 
B5A Cork Organic - Wood 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0294 
B5A Ducaton Metal - Silver 83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0143 
B5A Ducaton Metal - Silver 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0269 
B5A Glass Glass 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0274 
B5A Knee Organic - Wood 121 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0518 
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Loc. Ref. Simple Name Material Crate Seabed Context No. 
B5A Lead roll Metal - Lead 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0272 
B5A Lead roll Metal - Lead 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0286 
B5A Lead roll Metal - Lead 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0292 
B5A Lead roll Metal - Lead 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0311 
B5A Pipe Ceramic - Other 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0280 
B5A Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0283 
B5A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0270 
B5A Pottery fragment Glass 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0288 
B5A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0296 
B5A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0297 
B5A Rim Ceramic - China 83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0149 
B5A Rim Ceramic - Other 83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0150 
B5A Rim Metal - Copper Alloy 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0295 
B5A Sample Organic - Textile 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0315 
B5A Shoe Organic - Leather 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0278 
B5A Shoe Organic - Leather 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0281 
B5A Unidentified Organic - Bone 83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A00144 
B5A Unidentified Glass 83 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0148 
B5A Unidentified Organic - Wood 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0275 
B5A Unidentified Organic - Textile 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0276 
B5A Unidentified Organic - Textile 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0284 
B5A Unidentified Metal - Iron 98 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0290 
B5A Unidentified Organic - Textile 99 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0293 
B5A Unidentified Metal - Silver 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0310 
B5A Unidentified Organic - Wood 102 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0312 
B5A Wine-glass Glass 97 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0277 
B5A/W5 Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 103 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0316 
B5A/W5 Unidentified Organic - Wood 103 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0327 
B6A Bottle Glass 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0301 
B6A Brick Ceramic - Brick 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0302 
B6A Coin Metal - Silver 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0305 
B6A Concretion Metal - Iron 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0303 
B6A Lead roll Metal - Lead 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0300 
B6A Sample Other 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0307 
B6A Unidentified Organic - Leather 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0304 
B6A Unidentified Organic - Textile 100 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0306 
B7A Bottle Glass 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0102 
B7A Bottle Glass 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0109 
B7A Bottle Glass 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0132 
B7A Bottle Glass 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0336 
B7A Bottle Glass 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0337 
B7A Bottle Glass 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0342 
B7A Bottle Glass 106 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0343 
B7A Bottle Glass 106 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0357 
B7A Brick Ceramic - Brick 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0107 
B7A Buckle Metal - Pewter 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0095 
B7A Cloth seal Metal - Lead 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0097 
B7A Concretion Metal - Iron 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0106 
B7A Concretion Metal - Iron 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0138 
B7A Concretion Metal - Iron 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0341 
B7A Ducaton Metal - Silver 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0098 
B7A Ducaton Metal - Silver 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0099 
B7A Ducaton Metal - Silver 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0101 
B7A Ducaton Metal - Silver 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0130 
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Loc. Ref. Simple Name Material Crate Seabed Context No. 
B7A Ducaton Metal - Silver 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0139 
B7A Ducaton Metal - Silver 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0330 
B7A Handle Glass 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0344 
B7A Lead roll Metal - Lead 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0334 
B7A Lid Metal - Pewter 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0335 
B7A Pin Metal - Gold 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0329 
B7A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0331 
B7A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0340 
B7A Rim Other 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0332 
B7A Sample Organic - Wood 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0135 
B7A Sample Organic - Wood 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0136 
B7A Sample Stone 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0137 
B7A Sample Organic - Bone 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0339 
B7A Sheet Metal - Lead 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0103 
B7A Spoon Metal - Pewter 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0131 
B7A Spoon Metal - Pewter 106 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0347 
B7A Unidentified Metal - Lead 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0096 
B7A Unidentified Metal - Copper Alloy 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0100 
B7A Unidentified Metal - Lead 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0104 
B7A Unidentified Metal - Copper Alloy 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0105 
B7A Unidentified Organic - Textile 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0108 
B7A Unidentified Ceramic - Other 77 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0110 
B7A Unidentified Metal - Lead 80 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0133 
B7A Unidentified Metal - Copper 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0333 
B7A Unidentified Organic - Wood 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0338 
B7A Wire roll Metal - Copper Alloy 104 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0328 
B7B Barrel Organic - Wood 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0163 
B7B Barrel Organic - Wood 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0164 
B7B Barrel Organic - Wood 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0165 
B7B Barrel Organic - Wood 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0176 
B7B Barrel Organic - Wood 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0204 
B7B Barrel Organic - Wood 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0356 
B7B Barrel Organic - Wood 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0423 
B7B Base Ceramic - Other 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0075 
B7B Bottle Glass 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0076 
B7B Bottle Glass 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0080 
B7B Bottle Glass 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0082 
B7B Bottle Glass 76 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0089 
B7B Bottle Glass 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0112 
B7B Bottle Glass 79 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0129 
B7B Bottle  84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0156 
B7B Bottle Glass 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0159 
B7B Bottle Glass 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0363 
B7B Bottle Glass 113 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0416 
B7B Brick Ceramic - Brick 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0069 
B7B Brick Ceramic - Brick 76 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0092 
B7B Brick Ceramic - Brick 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0111 
B7B Brick Ceramic - Brick 79 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0134 
B7B Brick Ceramic - Brick 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0157 
B7B Brick Organic - Ivory 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0160 
B7B Brick Organic - Ivory 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0174 
B7B Brick Ceramic - Brick 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0420 
B7B Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 81 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0140 
B7B Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0346 
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Loc. Ref. Simple Name Material Crate Seabed Context No. 
B7B Button Organic - Wood 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0114 
B7B Button Organic - Wood 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0169 
B7B Cloth seal Metal - Lead 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0152 
B7B Cloth seal Metal - Lead 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0153 
B7B Cloth seal Metal - Lead 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0166 
B7B Concretion Metal - Iron 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0085 
B7B Concretion Metal - Iron 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0158 
B7B Concretion Metal - Iron 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0173 
B7B Concretion Metal - Iron 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0206 
B7B Ducaton Metal - Silver 76 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0088 
B7B Ducaton Metal - Silver 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0119 
B7B Ducaton Metal - Silver 79 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0126 
B7B Ducaton Metal - Silver 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0170 
B7B Ducaton Metal - Silver 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0345 
B7B Ducaton Metal - Silver 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0362 
B7B Ducaton Metal - Silver 113 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0414 
B7B Glass Glass 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0172 
B7B Handle Ceramic - Other 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0120 
B7B Jar Ceramic - Other 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0079 
B7B Jar Ceramic - Stoneware 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0167 
B7B Lead roll Metal - Lead 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0161 
B7B Lead roll Metal - Lead 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0352 
B7B Lead roll Metal - Lead 113 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0415 
B7B Nail Metal - Copper Alloy 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0115 
B7B Pin Metal - Copper Alloy 113 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0411 
B7B Pipe Metal - Iron 76 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0091 
B7B Pipe Ceramic - Other 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0178 
B7B Pipe Ceramic - Other 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0359 
B7B Pipe Metal - Lead 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0364 
B7B Pipe-stem Ceramic - Other 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0354 
B7B Plank-inner Organic - Wood 76 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0093 
B7B Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0349 
B7B Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0350 
B7B Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0351 
B7B Rim Ceramic - Stoneware 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0171 
B7B Rim Ceramic - Other 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0348 
B7B Sample  74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0077 
B7B Sample Other 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0113 
B7B Sample Organic - Bone 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0116 
B7B Sample  81 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0141 
B7B Sample Other 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0177 
B7B Sample Organic - Bone 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0355 
B7B Sample Organic - Bone 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0358 
B7B Sample Other 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0360 
B7B Sample Organic - Bone 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0361 
B7B Sample Other 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0421 
B7B Sheet Metal - Lead 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0205 
B7B Sheet Metal - Lead 107 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0353 
B7B Sheet Metal - Lead 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0422 
B7B Shoe Organic - Leather 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0070 
B7B Shoe Organic - Leather 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0162 
B7B Shoe Organic - Leather 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0168 
B7B Spoon Metal - Pewter 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0078 
B7B Spoon Metal - Pewter 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0124 
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Loc. Ref. Simple Name Material Crate Seabed Context No. 
B7B Spoon Metal - Pewter 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0125 
B7B Spoon Metal - Pewter 79 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0127 
B7B Stave  74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0073 
B7B Stave Organic - Wood 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0084 
B7B Stave Organic - Wood 79 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0128 
B7B Stave Organic - Wood 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0202 
B7B Stave Organic - Wood 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0203 
B7B Strip Metal - Other 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0074 
B7B Unidentified Ceramic - Other 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0071 
B7B Unidentified Metal - Lead 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0072 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0081 
B7B Unidentified Ceramic - Other 73 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0083 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0086 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 74 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0087 
B7B Unidentified  76 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0090 
B7B Unidentified Metal - Lead 76 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0094 
B7B Unidentified Ceramic - Other 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0117 
B7B Unidentified Metal - Lead 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0118 
B7B Unidentified Metal - Lead 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0121 
B7B Unidentified  78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0122 
B7B Unidentified Metal - Pewter 78 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0123 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 81 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0142 
B7B Unidentified Ceramic - Stoneware 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0154 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Bone 84 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0155 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0175 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0179 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 85 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0180 
B7B Unidentified Metal - Lead 113 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0412 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 113 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0413 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0424 
B7B Unidentified Organic - Wood 108 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0425 
B8A Bottle Glass 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0392 
B8A Bottle Glass 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0400 
B8A Bottle Glass 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0408 
B8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0387 
B8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0388 
B8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0389 
B8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0403 
B8A Button Organic - Wood 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0381 
B8A Button Organic - Horn 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0386 
B8A Coin Metal - Gold 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0402 
B8A Concretion  112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0405 
B8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0382 
B8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0396 
B8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0404 
B8A Fork Metal - Pewter 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0385 
B8A Handle Organic - Wood 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0391 
B8A Jar Ceramic - Stoneware 114 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0419 
B8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0390 
B8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0394 
B8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0397 
B8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0398 
B8A Sample Other 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0379 
B8A Sample Organic - Bone 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0380 
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Loc. Ref. Simple Name Material Crate Seabed Context No. 
B8A Sample Other 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0399 
B8A Sheet Metal - Lead 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0406 
B8A Sheet Metal - Lead 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0407 
B8A Shot Metal - Lead 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0410 
B8A Shot Metal - Iron 114 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0417 
B8A Slat Organic - Wood 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0395 
B8A Spoon Metal - Pewter 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0383 
B8A Spoon Metal - Pewter 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0384 
B8A Spoon Metal - Pewter 114 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0418 
B8A Unidentified Metal - Iron 111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0393 
B8A Unidentified  111 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0401 
B8A Unidentified Ceramic - Other 112 Sand with silt pockets Inboard - Wreck A0409 
B8A/W8 Bottle Glass 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0317 
B8A/W8 Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0322 
B8A/W8 Comb Other 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0326 
B8A/W8 Concretion Metal - Iron 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0320 
B8A/W8 Cufflink Metal - Copper Alloy 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0323 
B8A/W8 Ducaton Metal - Silver 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0319 
B8A/W8 Lead roll Metal - Tin 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0318 
B8A/W8 Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0325 
B8A/W8 Ring Metal - Copper Alloy 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0324 
B8A/W8 Wineglass Ceramic - China 105 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0321 
B8B Barrel Organic - Wood 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0186 
B8B Bottle Glass 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0188 
B8B Brick Ceramic - Brick 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0183 
B8B Brick Ceramic - Brick 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0193 
B8B Concretion Metal - Iron 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0192 
B8B Concretion Metal - Iron 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0199 
B8B Ducaton Metal - Silver 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0182 
B8B Ducaton Metal - Silver 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0190 
B8B Ducaton Metal - Silver 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0194 
B8B Glass Glass 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0185 
B8B Lead roll Metal - Lead 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0184 
B8B Lead roll Metal - Lead 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0195 
B8B Pipe Ceramic - Other 110 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0378 
B8B Rim Ceramic - Stoneware 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0189 
B8B Sample Other 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0197 
B8B Sample  88 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0200 
B8B Sample  88 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0201 
B8B Shoe Organic - Leather 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0187 
B8B Slat Organic - Wood 110 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0377 
B8B Spoon Metal - Pewter 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0196 
B8B Stave Organic - Wood 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0198 
B8B Stopper Organic - Wood 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0181 
B8B Unidentified Metal - Lead 86 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0191 
B8C Bottle Glass 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0372 
B8C Ducaton Metal - Silver 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0367 
B8C Lead roll Metal - Lead 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0366 
B8C Pin Metal - Copper Alloy 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0365 
B8C Pipe Ceramic - Other 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0371 
B8C Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0368 
B8C Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0370 
B8C Sample  109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0369 
B8C Spoon Metal - Pewter 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0374 
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B8C Spoon Metal - Pewter 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0376 
B8C Unidentified Other 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0373 
B8C Unidentified Metal - Copper Alloy 109 Silt Inboard - Wreck A0375 
W5A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 123 Sand Unconfirmed A0506 
W5A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 124 Sand Unconfirmed A0538 
W5A Unidentified Organic - Wood 124 Sand Unconfirmed A0541 
W5A Unidentified Glass 124 Sand Unconfirmed A0543 
W7A Badge Metal - Copper Alloy 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0254 
W7A Bottle Glass 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0263 
W7A Bottle Glass 96 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0265 
W7A Brick Ceramic - Brick 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0264 
W7A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0255 
W7A Ducaton Metal - Silver 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0253 
W7A Knob Metal - Copper Alloy 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0260 
W7A Lead roll Metal - Lead 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0259 
W7A Lead roll Metal - Lead 96 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0266 
W7A Plate Ceramic - China 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0256 
W7A Sample  95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0262 
W7A Unidentified Metal - Iron 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0257 
W7A Unidentified Organic - Textile 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0258 
W7A Unidentified Organic - Wood 95 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0261 
W8A Barrel Organic - Wood 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A00584 
W8A Barrel Organic - Wood 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0517 
W8A Barrel stave Organic - Wood 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0513 
W8A Barrel stave Organic - Wood 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0514 
W8A Boot Organic - Leather 126 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0576 
W8A Bottle Glass 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0218 
W8A Bottle Glass 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0221 
W8A Bottle Glass 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0245 
W8A Bottle Glass 92 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0248 
W8A Bottle Glass 92 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0249 
W8A Bottle Glass 119 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0450 
W8A Bottle Glass 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0452 
W8A Bottle Glass 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0464 
W8A Bottle Glass 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0480 
W8A Bottle Glass 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0489 
W8A Bottle Glass 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0524 
W8A Bottle Glass 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0536 
W8A Bottle Glass 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0563 
W8A Bottle Glass 128 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0572 
W8A Bottle Glass 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0575 
W8A Box Organic - Wood 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0582 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0223 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0224 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0225 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0226 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0227 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0228 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 92 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0250 
W8A Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 92 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0251 
W8A Bung Organic - Wood 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0520 
W8A Button Organic - Wood 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0457 
W8A Button Organic - Bone 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0474 
W8A Button Organic - Wood 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0501 
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W8A Button Organic - Horn 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0533 
W8A Button Other 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0534 
W8A Button Organic - Horn 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0555 
W8A Button Organic - Wood 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0558 
W8A Button Organic - Wood 128 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0571 
W8A Chain Metal - Iron 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0488 
W8A Chain Metal - Copper Alloy 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0494 
W8A Chain  120 Sand Unconfirmed A0516 
W8A Comb Organic - Horn 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0529 
W8A Comb Organic - Horn 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0554 
W8A Comb Organic - Horn 128 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0569 
W8A Concretion Metal - Iron 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0219 
W8A Concretion Metal - Iron 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0232 
W8A Concretion Metal - Silver 119 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0448 
W8A Concretion Metal - Iron 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0512 
W8A Concretion Metal - Iron 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0590 
W8A Cup Ceramic - China 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0504 
W8A Cup Ceramic - China 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0505 
W8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0217 
W8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0242 
W8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0458 
W8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0491 
W8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0532 
W8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0553 
W8A Ducaton Metal - Silver 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0565 
W8A Finial Glass 119 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0446 
W8A Finial Glass 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0588 
W8A Glass Glass 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0235 
W8A Glass Glass 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0243 
W8A Handle Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0526 
W8A Handle Ceramic - Other 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0544 
W8A Handle Metal - Brass 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0556 
W8A Hinge Metal - Copper Alloy 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0479 
W8A Hinge Metal - Copper Alloy 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0493 
W8A Hook Metal - Copper Alloy 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0495 
W8A Jar Ceramic - Stoneware 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0247 
W8A Key Metal - Copper Alloy 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0531 
W8A Knife-handle Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0476 
W8A Knife-handle Organic - Wood 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0535 
W8A Knife-handle Organic - Wood 128 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0573 
W8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0220 
W8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0244 
W8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0444 
W8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 120 Sand with silt pockets Unconfirmed A0460 
W8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0481 
W8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0490 
W8A Lead roll Metal - Lead 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0537 
W8A Musket Organic - Wood 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0548 
W8A Oil lamp Metal - Brass 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0507 
W8A Oil lamp Metal - Brass 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0580 
W8A Pencil Organic - Wood 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0231 
W8A Pin Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0222 
W8A Pin Metal - Copper Alloy 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0238 
W8A Pin Metal - Copper Alloy 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0456 
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W8A Pin Metal - Copper Alloy 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0471 
W8A Pin Metal - Gold 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0496 
W8A Pipe Ceramic - Other 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0233 
W8A Pipe Ceramic - Other 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0523 
W8A Pipe Ceramic - Other 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0540 
W8A Pipe Ceramic - Other 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0562 
W8A Pipe-bowl Ceramic - Other 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0483 
W8A Pipe-stem Ceramic - Other 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0241 
W8A Pipe-stem Ceramic - Other 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0499 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0239 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0441 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0442 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0443 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 119 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0445 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0451 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0453 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0468 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0469 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0500 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0539 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0542 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0551 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - China 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0552 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0560 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 128 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0570 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0589 
W8A Pottery fragment Ceramic - Stoneware 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0592 
W8A Rigging-element Organic - Wood 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0463 
W8A Rigging-element Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0519 
W8A Rigging-element Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0521 
W8A Rigging-element Other 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0577 
W8A Ring Metal - Copper Alloy 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0530 
W8A Ring Metal - Copper Alloy 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0557 
W8A Rope Other 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0455 
W8A Rope Other 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0478 
W8A Rope Other 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0510 
W8A Sample  90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0237 
W8A Sample Stone 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0246 
W8A Sample Organic - Textile 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0440 
W8A Sample Other 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0466 
W8A Sample Organic - Bone 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0467 
W8A Sample  122 Sand Unconfirmed A0502 
W8A Sample Organic - Bone 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0549 
W8A Sample Other 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0559 
W8A Sample Organic - Bone 128 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0574 
W8A Screw Metal - Brass 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0550 
W8A Seal Metal - Lead 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0564 
W8A Sheathing Organic - Wood 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0581 
W8A Sheet Metal - Copper Alloy 90 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0230 
W8A Sheet Metal - Copper 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0498 
W8A Sheet Metal - Copper 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0525 
W8A Sheet Metal - Lead 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0568 
W8A Sheet Metal - Lead 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0585 
W8A Shoe Organic - Leather 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0439 
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W8A Shoe Organic - Leather 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0454 
W8A Shoe Organic - Leather 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0509 
W8A Shoe Organic - Leather 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0515 
W8A Shoe Organic - Leather 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0547 
W8A Shoe Organic - Leather 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0561 
W8A Shot Metal - Iron 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0528 
W8A Shot  127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0591 
W8A Slat Organic - Wood 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0462 
W8A Slat Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0482 
W8A Slat Organic - Wood 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0485 
W8A Slat Organic - Wood 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0546 
W8A Spoon Metal - Pewter 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0567 
W8A Spoon Metal - Pewter 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0587 
W8A Strap Metal - Copper Alloy 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0579 
W8A Tap Metal - Brass 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0465 
W8A Tap Metal - Brass 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0578 
W8A Trigger guard Metal - Brass 119 Sand Unconfirmed A0508 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Copper 91 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0240 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Iron 92 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0252 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 119 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0449 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0459 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Lead 120 Sand Unconfirmed A0461 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Copper Alloy 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0472 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Copper Alloy 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0473 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Copper 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0475 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Pewter 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0477 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0486 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0487 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Brass 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0492 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Brass 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0497 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0503 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0511 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0522 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0527 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Iron 126 Sand Unconfirmed A0545 
W8A Unidentified Metal - Brass 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0566 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0583 
W8A Unidentified Organic - Wood 127 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0586 
W8A Wine-glass Glass 119 Sand Outboard - Wreck A0447 
W8A Wire roll Metal - Copper Alloy 121 Sand Unconfirmed A0470 
W8A Wire roll Metal - Copper Alloy 122 Sand Unconfirmed A0484 
W8A /B Concretion Metal - Iron 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0207 
W8A/B Bottle Glass 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0216 
W8A/B Brick Ceramic - Brick 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0234 
W8A/B Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0210 
W8A/B Buckle Metal - Copper Alloy 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0211 
W8A/B Ducaton Metal - Silver 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0212 
W8A/B Lead roll Metal - Lead 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0208 
W8A/B Pipe Ceramic - Other 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0215 
W8A/B Porcelain Ceramic - China 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0213 
W8A/B Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0229 
W8A/B Pottery fragment Ceramic - Other 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0236 
W8A/B Sheet Metal - Copper 089 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0214 
W8A/B Weights Metal - Lead 89 Sand with silt pockets Outboard - Wreck A0209 
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Appendix 2: Personnel 
 
Project Team 
 

Project Director     Rex Cowan 

Operational Director    Captain Nigel Boston 

Project Coordinator    Michael Pascoe  

Archaeological Director     Alex Hildred 

Project Historian and Conservator   Ton van de Horst 

Project Amsterdam Associate   John Levie 

Surveyor, software engineer   Peter Holt 

Assistant surveyor and project continuity  Mark Fuller 

Advisor on VOC armaments   Jan Piet Puype 

 
Archaeological and Diving Team 
 

Nigel Boston Master of Terschelling & diver 

Stephen Campbell-Curtis Archaeologist & diver 

Paul Dart Dive supervisor & diver, diver Medic 

Ben Donaghue Dive supervisor & diver 

Mark Fuller Dive supervisor, surveyor & diver  

Alex Hildred Archaeological director & diver 

Peter Holt Surveyor & diver 

William Malloy Dive supervisor & diver 

Mick O’Keefe Dive supervisor & diver 

Alex Veitch Deck crew & diver 

 
Crew of Terschelling 
 

Nik Joseph 
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James Baker 

Eddie Preece 

Berry Thompson 
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